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  -i- 
Abstract 
The numerous finds of pottery I saw when I was participating in excavations 
around Greece led me to choose, as a subject of my thesis, the study of red-figure 
pottery from Northern Greece, especially the Workshop of Chalkidice. Combined with 
the major historical role of the city of Olynthos, this subject was intriguing. 
Comparisons of Chalkidice pottery to Athenian pottery led us to date and to shed light 
on the aspects of life in those times. Pottery was related to banquets, funerary and 
religious practices. So, pottery played an important role in everyday life particularly at 
weddings and deaths as these finds were found inside the cemeteries. This made the 
subject an interesting option. Moreover, trade routes could also be revealed when 
someone studied the red-figure pottery which had been found in different areas of the 
ancient World. To conclude iconography was always an important aspect of pottery 
because it shows us specific aspects of life in the ancient World and it is a way to travel 
and to see how the ancient people used to live and used to capture these aspects of 
their lives on the red-figure pottery from Northern Greece in the area of Chalkidice  
First of all, I want to thank Dr. Nikolaos Akamatis for his excellent guidance as a 
tutor on the paths of Classical Archaeology and specifically in red-figure pottery. As a 
powerful expert in his field, he was the teacher who helped me to learn not only how 
to write a good essay but at the same time to hold this knowledge of science which will 
be a useful tool for my future career in excavation sites all over the world. 
 In addition, I would like to thank for her essential help my English teacher 
Karen Karakota for her important guidance in English. The fact that she is a native 
speaker made me more confident to face the difficulties of a Master in the Classical 
Archaeology and the History of Ancient Macedonia in which the lessons and the essays 
were written only in English.  
Kind regards to the School, the librarians and the administrative services who 
are role models of services in Greece. Also, I want to thank my good friend Lukas Klein 
for his useful opinions about Historical subjects. 
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To conclude I want to thank my family and especially my father Panagiotis 










































  -iii- 
Preface 
 
The subject of my thesis is the examination of the red-figure pottery from the 
workshop of Chalkidice in northern Greece, which was active from the last quarter of 
the 5th until the middle of the 4th century BC. It is possible that these red-figure vases 
were produced in the city of Olynthos, however, one of the main goals is to examine 
their dispersion in many areas of the Chalkidice peninsula, and within the kingdom of 
ancient Macedonia. In addition, I will study the shapes of these vases, and the 
iconographical subjects. Concluding remarks regarding the trade of this type of pottery 
are also going to be drawn. 
 To begin with, D. M. Robinson excavated the ancient city of Olynthos from 1928 
until 1938. There he found numerous red-figure vases not only in the settlement but 
also in the cemetery. It is interesting that some of these red-figure pots were crafted in 
the local workshops of Chalkidice. Other vases of these local workshops have also been 
identified in private collections and excavations and are now located mainly in the 
Thessaloniki and Polygyros museums. In addition, excavations from Torone and other 
sites in north Greece have brought to light some local red-figure pottery from the 
Chalkidice workshop. 
 The basic distinction between these local vases and the Attic red-figure 
counterparts is the clay and glaze. To exemplify, local vases were manufactured from a 
good quality clay with numerous particles of golden mica. The fired clay colour is 
usually light brown or reddish yellow. Traces of a reddish miltos are also common on 
reserved surfaces. The glaze is usually black, dull, and easily flaked. In contrast to what 
was mentioned above, Attic clay was harder, containing fewer particles of mica and 
usually of a more orange-red colour, while the glaze of Attic red-figure vases is shinier 
and more evenly applied on the surface of the vases. 
 Red-figure vases of the Chalkidice workshop follow a variety of shapes. The 
Attic skyphos with two horizontal handles below the rim is the most common. 
Furthermore, other shapes like pelikai, oinochoai, labetes gamikoi, hydriae, bell- 
  -iv- 
kraters, bolsals, lekanides, kotylai, askoi, pyxides and an epichysis have also been 
identified. 
 Another important aspect of my Dissertation will be the examination of 
iconographical themes upon these local vases. Satyrs, Maenads, athletes, and scenes 
from the female world are the most common themes. Mythological themes are not so 
common; while the deity Eros is by far the most often depicted god. 
Furthermore, the facilities of the workshop of Chalkidice which produced red- 
figure pottery have not been located yet. The most probable suggestion supports that 
these might be located at the city of Olynthos, but this remains to be proven with 
further investigation of the site. 
 But why do these local vases share so many similarities with the Attic red-figure 
pottery? The answer can perhaps be found through investigating the historical 
background. The beginning of the production of this pottery is traditionally dated at 
432 BC. when Olynthos and Potidaea rebelled against Athens. Olynthos gathered 
numerous people from the coastal zone, becoming the main point of the revolt. The 
city of Potidaea was easily recaptured in 430/429 BC. After that, it expelled the 
inhabitants and Athenian colonists were resettled in the city. During the years of 
Peloponnesian war, the trade of Attic pottery with the city of Potidaea and other cities 
of Chalkidice flourished. At that time, the craftsmen of the workshop at Chalkidice 
started to imitate the Athenian pottery by making their own in their workshops, in 
order to compete with the Athenian red-figure pottery which arrived in the Chalkidice 
peninsula. 
 To conclude, in this essay I am going to present the red-figure pottery which has 
been found in ancient Macedonia, from the Chalkidice peninsula (Olynthos, Torone) to 
the central Balkans (Isar Marvinci). My thesis will begin with the presentation of shapes 
and will continue with the examination of clay and glaze, and of the iconographic 
themes followed by a catalogue of objects. In addition, I will examine the trade 
network of the red-figure vases of the workshop of Chalkidice, which were produced in 
some numbers, besides their relatively low quality in connection with Attic pottery of 
the same period. I hope that this essay will contribute to the research of the local red- 
  -v- 
figure pottery, which flourished in the area of Chalkidice from the late 5th century BC 
until the middle of the 4th century BC, and that it will be a useful tool for the future 
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Even though the exact location of the workshop of Chalkidice has not been 
found yet, many red-figure vases which can be attributed to it have been discovered.  
Almost one century ago during the time of 1928-1938 D. M. Robinson excavated the 
city of Olynthos on the northern and on the southern hills. He revealed an ancient city, 
the settlement and the cemetery to the East. Then a lot of red-figure vases were 
discovered. Some of them were inside the houses and were used for everyday activities 
such as for carrying wine or water (hydria, oinochoe) and some of them for ritual 
activities such as lebes gamikos which was used during the wedding day1. 
 In addition, some of these red-figure vases were uncovered on the roads or 
inside the graves as offerings. Pelikai, bolsals and bell-kraters were some of them. 
Moreover, many of these types of vases were also used for ritual activities such as the 
libation in order to honor the deities. Oinochoe was one of the major shapes which 
was used for these purposes, but it wasn’t the only one. 
 Furthermore, an important way to understand the uses of these vases can be 
through the depiction on them. A common theme depicted everyday activities such as 
athletics. Young men of Chalcidice and also Athenian youths used to go to the palestra 
for everyday training. Especially in the area of Macedonia where the youths who 
belonged to the elite, if they wanted to be part of the Macedonian army as hoplites or 
peltastes, had to follow the program of training at the palestra from a very young age. 
For these reasons we often see naked youths holding a strigil confronted by mantle 
figures. Probably they were the trainers of the boys while with the strigil they used to 
remove the oil from their bodies. 
 In addition, another interesting theme depicted upon the vases are the scenes 
of a female world.  This part can be separated into two categories. The first one is 
scenes which depict women inside the house in a room which called (gynaikonitis) and 
 




the other one is scenes depicting women as a priestess or they were depicted on their 
wedding day. 
 Scenes which have their origins from the East were also seen to be present at 
the workshop of Chalkidice. We must not forget that the Macedonian offered earth 
and water to the Persians during the Persian war in 480 BC. So, the depiction of 
Oriental figures was well known to the people of Chalkidice. Busts of Griffins, horses 
and Oriental figures wearing oriental clothes were some of the subjects of these 
depictions. 
 To conclude, as an introductory presentation, we also should refer to animals 
which were also depicted. A very lovely theme of the workshop of Chalkidice included 
animals such as dogs and swans. Deities such as Aphrodite and Erotes bringing gifts to 
the bride were some of the loveliest themes of the repertory of the workshop.  
 To sum up, these themes came from the Athenian workshop and from the 
Painters and Potters who had immigrated to the area of Macedonia. However, even 
though the local workshop of Chalkidice followed the techniques of the Attic type it 
created its own unique vases which were made from local clay and have some 
specimens of golden mica. Also, the orange clay color of the vases makes them 
distinguishable from the Attic ones. The trade network, which had been created and 
reached far to the north, shows us that these people who lived on the Chalkidice 
peninsula used to travel far away in order to trade their unique red-figure pottery 
which they had created. The journey for them started at the end of 5th century BC and 











In this chapter we are going to discuss the shapes of the workshop of Chalkidice. We 
will study the Chalkidice shapes in connection with the Attic shapes, and more 
specifically how the local workshop imitates Attic models. The vase characteristics, the 
vase use and find spot are all issues that will be examined in the following chapters.  
The first vase shape that will be examined is the skyphos, one of the most common 
types of vessels of the workshop of Chalkidice. The skyphos, a drinking cup used by the 
Athenians mainly from the 6th-4th centuries BC, has been found in many popular 
presentations. It was a stable capacious cup with small handles which were actually 
thumb rests used while holding the vessel. These handles were in the shape of the bell, 
horseshoe, or triangular types2.  
Skyphoi of the Attic type in Athens imitated the Corinthian type of skyphos but at the 
same time had specific separate characteristics. Only at the dawn of 5th century BC did 
the Attic skyphos reach the normal form. After experimentation, a more conical form 
was produced3.  
Furthermore, the wall and strong handles were thicker and a heavy toros foot was 
developed. Skyphoi were often glazed in black with a thin red line at the bottom of the 
wall. The underside was also glazed but this practice was gradually discontinued. The 
convex shape was retained4.  
By the end of the 5th century BC a double curved body with an outturning rim had 
emerged. With regards to the lip, it was very wide. To exemplify, the lower body was 
more outturned than the upper. Even though the lower curve was used in the second 
quarter of 5th century BC it was noticed later. To continue, during that time and until 
 
2 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 84; Rotroff 1997, 94-96; James 2018, 81,82  
3 Oakley 1988, 168 
4 Moore 1997, 62 
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the end of 5th century BC a contraction of the lower body of the skyphos can be 
noticed5. 
According to scholars, by the 4th century BC, through a faster rate of changes the fully 
developed skyphos gave the user the ability to grasp around the lower part of the 
body, which became more slender and curvilinear. Thicker rims made lowering the 
handle positions necessary. Decorations ranged from black-glazed in the 6th century BC 
to the addition of figures and designs in the 5th and 4th centuries BC6.  
To conclude, the Attic type of skyphos is easy to study as far as chronological 
development, for two reasons. Firstly, it was a very popular shape that allows the 
formation of a specific typology of evolution. Secondly, the Attic type used to be a 
decorated vase in contrast to the Corinthian type, so it is easier to be studied by 
archaeologists.  
The production of skyphoi in the workshop of Chalkidice began at the end of the 5th 
century BC. Theses skyphoi had the same characteristics as the Attic because the Attic 
models had been imitated. The vessels will be discerned within three chronological 
groups. The first chronological group, in which vases have the same characteristics, are 
dated from 425 BC to 400 BC. 
Group A: 425-400 BC 
Skyphoi of the first group had a relatively large diameter of base; they were not very 
tall; the lower part was slightly conical and formed its largest diameter in the middle of 
the body. The lip did not have a large outward slope. 
The Chalkidic skyphoi n. 43, 44 and 45 from our catalogue can be matched to the Attic 
skyphos n. 348 from the publication of the black-glazed pottery from the Athenian 
Agora, by B. Sparkes and L. Talcot are the Attic example, n. 348, dated at 400 BC, had a 
torus ring base, a concave body, and triangular handles7. As far as the shape was 
concerned, the chalkidic skyphoi have the same characteristics, with a large diameter 
of the base, not so much curvilinear profile because the body was shorter, two 
 
5 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 84 
6 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 85 
7 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 259 pl.16 fig. 348 
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horizontal handles and an outturned rim. So, these skyphoi can be dated around 400 
BC just like the contemporary Attic vase.  
Attic skyphos 
348.   
Group B: 400-375 BC 
Attic skyphos 349 of the Athenian Agora is dated at 400-375 BC. It has a torus ring 
base, short body and two horizontal triangular handles. The underside is decorated 
with two circles and a dot8. From the Chalkidic workshop the vases which match with 
349 are n. 2, 4, 5, 8, 42 and 10.  
Attic skyphos 
349.  
Group C: 375-350 BC 
 The third chronological group of the Attic type skyphos is characterized by a 
base with a small diameter, more slender proportions, more curvilinear body than the 
previous groups and outturned lip9.  
N. 350 from the Athenian Agora is dated around 375-350 BC10. It has a torus ring base 
and triangular handles. The underside is decorated with a circle. It can be matched 




8 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 260 pl. 16 fig.4 
9 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 260 pl. 16 fig 16 







Later skyphoi of the second half of the 4th century BC are characterized by a smaller 
base diameter, a lower body, and more outturned rim. The lower part of the body had 
a very small diameter resembling a stem, and roughly the profile became more convex 
below the handles11. We do not have examples of skyphoi of the workshop of 
Chalcidice imitating Attic skyphoi of Group D, which is a strong indication that the 
workshop stopped producing vases in the second half of the 4th century BC. 
Attic Skyphos 
352.   
Oinochoe  
 
The oinochoe was one of the most common vases that were used to carry liquids, such 
as wine, water, or oil, for everyday occasions. It is a squat vase on a low base and is not 
glazed inside. The outer surface of the body and the neck, however, are glazed. A 
continuous curve of the body ends in an angular shoulder, a cylindrical neck and 
oftentimes a trefoil mouth. In the beginning of the 6th century BC the vase had a disc 
 
11 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 260 pl. 17 fig. 4 
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base which was very small. The steep slope of the shoulder often ended in a trefoil 
shaped mouth12.  
Through the centuries and especially in the 5th century BC we can notice that the 
diameter of the base changes. Also, the small high flaring foot becomes much wider, 
and the foot is echinus or torus particularly by the 4th century BC13.  Another element 
which had changed is the shape of the body; the body becoming slenderer, the base 
becoming larger and the outside of the vase was glazed. The curving trefoil mouth 
changed and became blunter and flatter. The neck of the oinochoe also became 
longer, as did the ridged handle.  The oinochoai were often of uniform sizes which may 
have allowed them to be used as a standard measure. In addition, the more defined 
trefoil mouth allowed for better flow of liquids. A thumb rest was also noted at the top 
of the mouth. The majority of oinochoai were single handled14. At the 4th century BC, 
the body of the oinochoe changes to globular shape, trefoil mouth and a simple torus 
foot15. 
Decoration ranged from a plain black or plain black with a red line at the level of 
greatest diameter on the body to elaborate decoration of ivy leaves and berries 
towards the 4th century BC, it can also be noted that specimens of gilded oinochoai 
have been dated to the 4th century BC. Furthermore, examples of added clay wreath 
garlands have been found which may have been added to celebrate festive 
occasions16. 
The Chalcidic oinochoai n. 48, 49, 50 are also directly comparable with contemporary 
Attic ones17.  
 Also, n. 50 has a ring base, convex and concave body and one horizontal handle 
while the lip is not preserved n. 48 from our catalogue has a ring base, convex and 
concave body, one horizontal handle and trefoil lip. These Chalkidic vases can be 
 
12 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 60,61 
13 Oakley 1988, 169,170 
14 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 61,62 
15 Moore 1997, 41; Rotroff 1997, p. 125-127; Madigan 2008, 31 
16 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 61; Moore 1997, 42 
17 Papanastasiou 2004, pl. 53 fig. 1 
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matched Attic examples which can be dated to 4th century BC18.  All these elements 
lead us to date those Chalkidic oinochoe to the 4th century BC. 
 
Attic oinochoai  
Fig. 1                     fig. 3   
Bell-Krater 
Before the invention of the red figure style, bell-krater had been created at the Attic 
Kerameikos in the last quarter of the 6th century BC19. The latest of the four krater-
types first occurs in the early 5th century BC and is not found decorated in black-figure. 
It is named for its bell-like shape. Earlier bell-krater had been made of wood20. Bell- 
krater have small horizontal upturned handles just over the halfway mark on the body. 
Earlier examples may have had lugs for handles. Moreover, bell krater remained a 
popular shape at the end of the 5th century BC and all through the 4th century BC21.  
Indeed, it was the most favored shape from the other shapes of krater. The bell-krater 
has two different origins distinguished by the type of handle and decoration on the 
body. The first, a handled variety, might have come from Miletos and was decorated 
while the lugged variety probably originated from Athens and was less decorated and 
slightly heavier22. 
 
18 Papanastasiou 2004, pl. 53 fig. 3 
19 Kathariou 2002, 16 
20 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 54,55 
21 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 55 
22 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 55; Moore 1997, 32 
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The shape of the bell krater had horseshoe shaped handles of circular cross-section 
extending some distance below the rim of the vessel and turning upwards. This specific 
type of bell-krater was launched, as the type of handles favored stacking during 
transfer23. In addition, compared with the krater from the end of the 5th century BC to 
the corresponding ones of the first quarter of the 4th century BC., the thickness at the 
point where the body joins the base made it more compact and practical and less 
fragile. During this period, the diameter of the base shrinks, while the foot gradually 
thins and gains in height as do the walls. The rim gains in width and curvature and the 
handles become more angular24. Ιn the second half of the 5th century BC the profile 
differs a little from the square and massive form. Through this time and more 
specifically in the 4th century BC the bell-krater have a wide flaring mouth and 
upcurling handles25. 
The bell-shaped krater at the beginning of the 4th century BC may not be characterized 
by elegance but they achieve, thanks to the preservation of the unity of the individual 
parts, stability, and easy use. For this reason, they continued to be produced until the 
end of the middle of the century, seeing only a few minor changes. More examples of 
black and red-figure krater from the preceding century have been noted. Thus, leading 
to the hypotheses relating to changes in sympotic customs in the 4th century BC26. 
According to Susan Rotoff, the bell krater was produced even until the end of the 4th 
century BC27. The Attic bell-krater of this late period have a raised base. The body is 
convex below and concave at the upper part. Upon the body there are two horizontal 
handles which go up; the lip is wide. Numerous examples of bell-krater dated from the 
classical period continuing until the early Hellenistic era show us that the shape of the 
bell-krater was common28.  
      Red-figured bell-krater show the main decoration on both sides. At the rim, a laurel 
wreath or berries is usually found as well as patterns such as a ribbon, palmettes or a 
 
23 Kathariou 2002, 16 
24 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 55 
25 Moore 1997, 32; Kathariou 2002, 16 
26 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 55; Papanastasiou 2004, 24-36 
27 Rotroff 1997, 136, 
28 Kathariou 2002, 16 
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row of eggs and dots. Some decoration has been noted around the joins of the 
handles. Moreover, on the Attic bell krater mythical scenes are often depicted29.  
To sum up, the Chalcidic workshop imitates this shape although the quality was 
poorer. The similarities to the Αttic bell krater are obvious when someone studies the 
Chalkidic bell krater. Firstly, they also have a raised base, the body has a curvilinear 
profile where two horizontal handles were attached which also went upwards but with 
a small inclination. The lip is wide. The Chalcidic bell-krater have a black glaze but the 
quality is poorer and duller. Furthermore, the workshop of Chalcidice produced mostly 
small sized bell-krater n. 52 and n. 86 from our catalogue are characteristic examples. 
Finally, while in Attic workshops bell-krater are a common shape, potters of the 
workshop of Chalcidice, from our knowledge so far, produced rather fewer bell-krater. 
Βell krater n. 60 from the Athenian Agora had a spreading ring foot almost flat on top 
with slightly convex outer face. The rim was flaring and offset. The bell krater is dated 
at around 420 BC30, and can be to some extent be matched with n. 52 from the 
catalogue. The Chalkidic type of bell krater had a ring foot, convex and concave body, 
two horizontal handles and outturned lip. The Chalcidic bell krater had a taller and 
slender foot and can probably be dated to the first quarter of the 4th century BC.  
Attic bell-krater  
60.  
Pelike 
The pelike as a shape appears in the Attic Kerameikos at the last quarter of the 6th 
century BC. The term pelike is a contemporary name for what in antiquity was 
 
29 Moore 1997, 32,33 
30 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 240 
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regarded as a form of amphora31. The pelike like a lot of other shapes comes into the 
repertory of Attic shapes, by potters of the Pioneer group, after the invention of red 
figure style. The pelike was used as a storage vessel for wine and oil. However, from 
the middle of the 5th century BC a larger type of pelike was used for burial offerings or 
contained the ashes of the dead. Funerary pelikai are very impressive32. 
  The pelike was a variation of the type C amphora. It had a pear-shaped 
appearance and greater stability due to the fact that the biggest diameter was at or 
below the mid-point on the body. The use of this shape was for the transfer of 
liquids33. As for the neck of the pelike it was similar to the neck of the amphora. The 
neck of the pelike had a black body and black figured palmettes34. The characteristics 
of red figured pelike were standard:  They had a torus mouth, spreading foot with 
torus edge and segmental handles. The mouth and foot both became wider in the 4th 
century BC. It was a heavy, practical, sturdy vessel35. The external glaze extended into 
the neck, but the underneath was unglazed. Earlier samples of 5th century BC attic 
pelike were unglazed.  An Attic characteristic of the pelike is the close attachment of 
the round handles and the high position of the greatest circumference. 
The patterns found on pelikai were simple. Earlier samples had a red line at the neck, 
inside the mouth or at the junction of the foot and wall. After 480 BC samples show 
decoration using laurel wreath, egg and meander patterns often used to frame 
figures36. Unframed figures on both sides of the vessel were also used for decoration. 
Also, the palmette decoration separates the obverse from the reverse. The main red-
figure decoration is found on the center of the body, on either one or both sides of the 
vase. 
  In the last decades of the 5th century BC the shape becomes more popular 
continuing to be found up to the last quarter of the 4th century BC. At the beginning of 
the 4th century BC, a substantial change in shape occurred. Specifically, in accordance 
with the general trend of the period, the pelike becomes a more slender and elegant 
 
31 Kathariou 2002, 6,7 
32 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 49; Papanastasiou 2004, 12 
33 Moore 1997, 12 
34 Moore 1997, 13 
35 Moore 1997, 12 
36 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 49; Papanastasiou 2004, 12 
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shape. A lengthening of the body and a reduction of the diameter at the neck and of 
the body at the junction with the base can be observed. The 4th century BC is the era of 
the pelike’s greatest popularity overall. After the 4th century BC, the shape was 
surpassed by the amphora37. 
  Pelikai of the workshop of Chalcidice had a raised base and concave body. 
Upon their body two vertical handles were attached. The neck was oblong and had a 
projecting lip. More specifically the Chalkidic type of pelikai n. 71, n. 72, n. 77, n. 81, 
and n. 87 from our catalogue can be matched with several Attic pelikai of the 4th 
century BC38. They had a ring base, a curvilinear profile and two vertical rounded 
handles, and the lip was convex outside. For these reasons, the chalkidic type can be 
dated to the 4th century BC. Moreover, fragments of pots and more specifically the 
numbers 75, 76, 79 and 80 can also be dated at 400 BC or later. 
Attic pelikai 
fig. 1 39     fig. 2 40 
 
Hydria 
The hydria which was basically a water jar is characterized by its two horizontal 
handles for lifting and one vertical handle which was used when someone wanted to 
carry the vase. It was a commonly produced shape that had already appeared from the 
6th century BC in black glaze. However, only at the end of the 5th century BC and at the 
 
37 Morgan 2004, 177 
38 Bootsman and Dekker 2006, pl. 34 fig. 1 
39 Bootsman and Dekker 2006, pl. 32 fig. 1 
40 Bootsman and Dekker 2006, pl. 34 fig. 1 
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4th century BC were more hydrias produced in various sizes41. It is also one of the 
oldest shapes in Attic pottery becoming more popular after 530 BC. 
The shoulder of the hydria forms a sharp angle to the body while the vertical handle 
rises above the lip of the mouth. Examples of shoulder Hydria are frequently shown at 
the 6th century BC and the beginning of the 5th century BC. The foot was elaborate, and 
the mouth often ribbed. Another fact which is important to mention is that the 
examples of black-glazed hydria increased after the 5th century BC.  
  Through time the hydria is easily recognized by the position of the handles. The 
progress of the shape from the second quarter of the 6th century BC until the first 
quarter of the 5th century BC is remarkable. The body becomes gradually broader and 
finally globular. The vertical handle tends to slip down on the vase. Furthermore, the 
upper attachment which was on or just below the shoulder becomes more established 
on the neck area by the archaic period. 
Production continued by the late 5th century BC until the third quarter of the 4th 
century BC. The pot has grown tall, and fusiform. The foot is high, the rim elaborates, 
and the vertical handle is well down on the wall of the pot. The horizontal handles 
which on earlier periods were set at a point near the greatest circumference, a 
position right for lifting the water, are set much lower on later pots.  
The kalpis is the second type of Hydria. The shape consists of a continuous curve from 
the mouth to the foot. The type of kalpis is exclusively found in the red-figure period. 
Numerous red-figure hydrias have been found. Moreover, as far as the shape at the 
end of 5th century BC, the body curves, and tapers towards the foot. The mouth is 
torus. The handles curves upward and the curve is more pronounced. The vertical 
handle begins from the shoulder and curves below joining at the neck. The foot is also 
torus. Other examples show ogee foot with molded mouth. The Kalpis was decorated 
both at the shoulder and the body42. 
The decoration themes upon the hydria are depicted figures which cover much of the 
surface on the body with a zone of ornament. The vases are black-glazed and 
 
41 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 53; Papanastasiou 2004, 50 
42 Moore 1997, 38 
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decorated with a band of lotus and palmettes. The egg-pattern is also a common 
decoration theme as is the meander pattern. The figures appear on multiple ground 
lines through the end of 5th century BC and during the 4th century BC43. 
The Attic hydrias of the 4th century BC had a flaring ring base, ovoid body, two vertical 
handles and one horizontal handle, a small neck, and an outturned rim with flattened 
surface. The Chalkidic hydrias which imitated at that time the Attic had many 
similarities but at the same time also had some differences. For example, the base had 
the form of a flaring ring foot that was smaller, the body had become more globular; 
the Chalkidic types also had a shoulder and taller neck. The handles also remained two 
vertical and one horizontal but the shape of the two vertical handles had a small 
change, going more upward. So, n. 45 from the Athenian Agora can be matched with n. 
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111 from the Chalkidic workshop44. Based on this 
evidence we can date the Chalkidic hydrias to the first half of 4th century BC.  
 
45.      109.  
 
Lebes Gamikos  
  Lebetes gamikoi were used to store liquids. About 29 wedding Lebetes gamikoi 
have been found in the city of Olynthos. In addition, the lebes was a bowl which was 
used for mixing and serving wine in the Archaic period, however, the lebes gamikos of 
the Classical times is mostly related to the female world; it was given as a wedding gift, 
 
43 Moore 1997, 39 
44 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 53 
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and objects of the female world were placed inside45. Lebes gamikos was a ritual 
wedding vessel. The majority of lebes gamikos have been found in graves because they 
were used as offerings. Lebes gamikos was a kind of standard louterion which was 
used as a receptacle for the bath water that was transferred in the Loutrophoros. A 
narrow neck, deep bowl and stand made it easy to pour water. Another supposed use 
of lebes gamikos could have been for the storage of liquids. Furthermore, lebes 
gamikos was used as a container for drink or food. It was used in formal feasts making 
its prized possessions of the oikos46. 
Lebetes gamikoi dated at the early 6th century BC were black-figured examples. In Attic 
red-figure, specimens coming from the Agora of Athens are dated at the second half of 
the 5th century BC or at the beginning of the 4th century BC47. 
Archaeologists substantiated their association to weddings due to the depicted 
representations of wedding scenes. A secondary hypothesis is that they may have 
been used to hold the water for the bridal bath. The shape of Attic lebetes gamikoi is 
characterized by an ovoid body, a short neck and upright double-loop handles on the 
shoulder with a rilled lip that is fitted to receive a lid. There are two types of Attic 
lebetes gamikoi. The most common type had handles rising to the underside of the lip 
and the lid was conical with a pomegranate finial. The body was joined to either a 
conical or straight support which had a torus foot and was black glazed inside48. A 
sharply out-turned molding pattern at the top strengthened the join to the bowl.  
In the middle of the 5th century BC a second type, ‘’type B’’ appeared. The handles 
were attached to the rim. The lid was flat and slipped over the lip unlike the first type 
whose lid fitted into the rim. Type B had a ring base or molded foot to support the 
vessel49.  
Both types of lebetes gamikoi were decorated similarly. The mouth, neck and handles 
were painted black. At the shoulder neck junction were tongues with an egg pattern 
 
45 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 54; Hochzeit und Kult 2002, 39-40 
46 Sabetai 2014, 52-55 
47 Moore 1997, 18 
48 Moore 1997, 18, Sgourou 1997, 71-84  
49 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 54 
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underneath distinguishing the obverse from the reverse. Most commonly the pattern 
was a double row.  Also, at the foot were rays. In addition, figures decorated the 
conical support. Those with a straight support were decorated with a pattern midway. 
The most common pattern theme were the egg pattern and rosettes. Laurel wreath, 
meander and lotus-palmette chains were also used as decoration themes. The figures 
of the main decoration may appear directly above the rays or may be distinguished by 
an egg-pattern or by a meander50.  
Lebetes gamikoi were not often produced in Attic workshops. However, they appear 
rather regularly in the workshop of Chalkidice. Chalcidic lebetes gamikoi had a torus 
foot, short stem, ovoid body, two vertical handles and a short cylindrical neck. In 
contrast to Attic examples, no stands or lids have been found.  
As we can see the Chalkidic lebetes gamikoi n. 68 and n. 69 had a rounded base, 
convex and concave body and low vertical lip, so it’s more possible to date them to the 
4th century BC. In contrast n. 151 of the late 5th century BC from the Athenian Agora is 
Attic and has a ring foot, a more globular body, two horizontal handles and open 
mouth51.  
    151  
 
Askos 
Askoi were small in size with overarched or ring handles and a spout to pour. They also 
had low convex bodies on flat ringed feet. The flaring spout rose obliquely from the 
shoulder. It is assumed that because of their small size and shape they were used to 
 
50 Moore 1997, 18-20 
51 Moore 1997, 20 
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pour perfume, oil or honey drop by drop with more precision. Another hypothesis is 
that it may have been a table or toilet vessel52. 
The Attic shape which will be examined is the shallow askos with arched handle 
because it is the type that corresponds to Chalcidic examples. A disk base slightly 
projecting from the wall, a thin body with a low dome-shaped top, small flaring spout, 
and overarching handle from the mouth to the other side of the wall characterize the 
shape of the shallow askos. The most popular variations were black glazed. Numerous 
shallow askoi especially figured and black glazed have been found all over the 
Mediterranean dating from the end of 5th century BC. This is a period when the 
production of this shape reached its peak. On the other hand, it is important to 
mention that at the beginning of the 5th century BC, the production of this shape was 
not very popular53. 
Shallow askoi often depicted animals that were placed on each side. Sometimes 
human figures such as the seated youths or Erotes or even human heads were 
depicted54.   
The askos was not a very popular shape for the workshop of Chalkidice. The vases of 
the Chalkidic workshop n. 88 and n. 93 can be compared with n. 1176 from the 
Athenian Agora. The similarities of the shape lead us to dating in the late 5th century 
BC (400 BC) or the beginning of the 4th century BC. Also, Attic type n. 22 can be 







52 Morgan 2004, 186; Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 157,158 
53 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 157 
54 Moore 1997, 56 




Attic type  
1176  




The bolsal was created as a black-glazed pot. Those found in red figure are not as early 
as those of the earliest black. Ιt was a delicate thin pot possibly used for drinking or 
eating56. 
The characteristics which make up this distinctive shape are a shallow bowl with a 
body which rises vertically to the lip, an elaborate foot and two horizontal handles 
attached just below the plain lip. The bolsal became more popular in the last quarter 
of the 5th century BC. 
In its earlier form it had a rilled base, black underneath, a raised ring on the lower part 
off the wall and an elaborate stamped pattern inside. Later the foot had a convex 
outer face resembling the Corinthian skyphos shape. It had borrowed some elements 
from both skyphoi and stemlesses while its convex body was its new feature. Other 
 
56 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 107 
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changes over the period included a continuous curve for the inner face and resting 
surface. The outer face was cut sharply back joining the lower wall in a concave curve. 
The raised ridge was replaced by a groove acting as a join between the concave lower 
part and vertical upper part.  In the 5th century BC, the upper wall was made up of a 
single curve with a maximum diameter at the rim or just below. By the 4th century BC, 
the rim was now out-turned, creating a double curve. The concave shape of the lower 
part of the body is a difficult factor to assess in the earlier era and indeed there were 
many diverse forms of it in the late century. Further changes were also noted in the 
handles. The standard handle in the 5th century BC was replaced by more triangular 
looking ones with their roots close together. The flat arch formed a sharp angle with 
the sides of the handles. It was a true hybrid created through experimentation in its 
early stages before reaching its final form57. Although it was most common at the end 
of 5th century BC, bolsals continued to be made until the end of the 4th century BC with 
incised decoration and added clay58. 
Bolsals often had a stamped inside pattern which was often an elaborate design made 
up of two zones of linked palmettes. The design also went through some changes. 
During the 5th century BC, it became less complicated being found with a standard 
palmette cross design which by the 4th century BC was found with linked palmettes 
surrounded by rouletting as seen on other shapes in the mid-4th century BC. 
The Chalkidic bolsals n. 95 and n. 96 can be compare with the Attic bolsal n. 549 from 
the Athenian Agora. They have a raised ring base, hemispherical body, two horizontal 
handles and a slightly outturned rim. Because of their similar elements the 
chronological period of the Chalkidic bolsals can be dated to the middle of 4th century 
BC. For example, the bolsal n. 96 has been dated at 375-350 BC59 supported by the 
terms of iconography of two frontal heads, which was a common theme in the 4th 
century BC.  
 
 
57 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 107,108; Rotroff 1997, p. 97 
58 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 108 







95. Chalkidic type 
Lekanis  
The shape of the lekanis was characterized by a ring base and low shallow bowl with 
two horizontal handles.This shape was lidded and used to hold items such as food, 
toys, spices and threads. It was not only used as a serving dish, for reserving food at 
the house, but also, in the case of the black-glazed leκanides, as toilet articles. 
Lekanides were offered as a bridal gift but at the same they have been found in the 
graves as offerings. The characteristics of the lekanis are a flaring ring foot, a low wide 
pot with a flat lip and two horizontal ribbon handles. Through time the base became 
lower and the shape changed60. In the black-figure period, the lekanis might have had 
a lid while in the red-figure period they were always lidded. Furthermore, in the red- 
figure period the lid was always decorated with figures. In the red-figure period the 
 
60 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 164 
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shape of the lid was very sharp at the point where it joined with the rim. In addition, 
the lid was flat and had a flange rim61. 
Within this time period there was continuing progress in the development of the shape 
of the lekanis. Moreover, it is important to mention that this shape (red-figure) 
appears only after the end of the Persian war. Lekanis reached their peak of popularity 
in the 4th century BC62. Until 480 BC., there was a flaring ring foot which was high in the 
earliest years and became lower throughout the 6th century BC. In this era the resting 
surface and underside are reserved. After 480 BC, the ring foot, instead of finishing in a 
sharp, flaring edge is rounded, forming a torus outer face.63 
Through the 5th century BC the foot becomes more standard and the surface becomes 
broader. The resting surface was often decorated with glazed circles and dots. As far as 
the development of the body is concerned, in its earlier form it was tall compared to 
its width, and the foot was emphasized by its height. Also, the body curve rose steeply 
to the handles. Lekanides in the 4th century BC were decorated with diagonal lines of 
zig zags. The rim of the lekanis was glazed. In turn, earlier types had strongly made firm 
bell-shaped handles but by the 4th century BC the handles were now of triangular 
shape. Lekanides were popular in the red-figure period at the 4th century BC64.  
Red figure lekanides were decorated with a frieze on the body, usually palmettes or a 
laurel wreath. With regards to the lid, various iconographic motifs appear, among 
them, in the 4th century BC, scenes from the female world and busts. To conclude, we 
must not forget that the lekanis shape had a nuptial purpose explaining why the 
figures of women were very common65.  
Chalkidic lekanides have been excavated but very fragmentarily, however they can be 
included in the category of vessels with horizontal handles and lids. This type is very 
common in the Attic red-figure period and especially of lekanides of the 4th century 
BC66. The lids of the lekanis also fall into two categories based on the diameter of their 
 
61 Moore 1997, 54 
62 Moore 1997, 54 
63 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 165-167; Eickstedt 1997, 55-62 
64 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 166 
65 Moore 1997, 55 
66 Akamatis 2008, 56 
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stem. In the first case, the stem had a small diameter such as n. 99 and n. 100 from our 
catalogue67. 
In Attic types on the top side of the reverse side lids, the knobs had a greater diameter. 
In that area figures often consisted of the facing heads of women on both sides. Also, 
the underside of the lid was glazed68. As we can see, because the Chalkidic workshop 
followed the same rules of the Attic workshop, the decoration themes were also the 
same for this shape. That leads us to date the Chalkidic lids to the second quarter of 
the of 4th century BC69.  
Chalkidic lekanis 
99.   
 
Attic lekanis 
1135.      
Pyxis  
The word “pyxis” in ancient greek meant “box”. This receptacle was used mainly by 
women for cosmetic face powder, baubles or possibly perfume. The domestic scenes 
which decorated most of the figured pyxides bears out this statement. It was a popular 
vessel from the end of the 5th through the 4th century BC substantiated by the number 
 
67 Akamatis 2008, 27  
68 Moore 1997, 54,55 




of pieces red figure pottery samples excavated in the Agora. Many pyxides, when 
excavated, had within, preserved identifiable remains of their contents: For example, 
rouge, cosmetics, white lead in the shape of lozenges, and cinnabar powder, found 
mainly in the small powder--pyxides70. 
During the excavation of the Athenian Agora a lot of types of pyxides have been found 
and due to many slight variations in the shape the category of pyxides has been 
divided into seven types - Types A, B, C, D, variants and tripod.  Type B for example had 
a slip over lid and is thought to have held perfume or incense for burials as depicted in 
many representations. The Type D pyxis which was box shaped was used as a 
container for jewellery or powder. As with other household items the pyxis was placed 
in graves71. 
The box-pyxis of Type D was very popular at the end of 5th and through the 4th century 
BC. Pyxides of type D are characterized by a small cylinder with a flat cover. The foot 
was a ring base that was close in diameter to the lid. In the 4th century BC pyxis of type 
D were very popular. This type is divided into two classes according to the type of lid 
used. The first class had a slim flat disc lid with a thickened rim. The flat area would fit 
inside the pyxis and was decorated with circles or dots. The second, a more popular 
container, was made with an offset flange to receive a lid with a down turned edge. 
Inside the pyxis was a flat area. The outer surface of the lid was black72. The decoration 
themes were dots, circles, and figures, such as a head, hand, and representations of 
animals. It is an interesting fact that potters in order to ensure the matching of lids to 
vessels, used to mark each piece with a symbol which was incised before glazing. This 
action has made every pyxis unique73. 
In Attic red figure, pyxides were decorated with aspects of everyday life, with a 
common theme depicting young women74. As previously mentioned, the pyxis was 
 
70 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 173,174 
71 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 173,174 
72 Moore 1997, 53,54 
73 Sparkes and Talcott 1970, 177 
74 Moore 1997, 51 
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black and usually the lid was decorated with a human head while the figures appear in 
a circular frieze75. 
Accordingly using the same characteristics, the Chalkidic type of pyxis n. 115 can be 
compared with n. 1055 the Attic type and can be dated to the 4th century BC. Α basic 
element which lead us to date them at the same chronological period is the shape. The 







n. 115  
Epichysis  
 The epichysis was a type of oinochoai, a closed vase with one vertical handle. It 
had a ring foot, a curvilinear body, a conical neck, and a handle that rose above the 
vase and joined at the neck. It was a very rare shape in the Macedonian territory and 
 
75 Moore 1997, 53,54 
76 Moore 1997, 54,55 
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in the Greek city states in general, but it was very popular at the workshops of Italy in 
the 4th century BC. In Chalkidice peninsula and more specifically in the city of Olynthos, 







Chalcidic black-glazed           Chalkidic red-figure  
 













Youths clothed in a himation and naked youths  
Questions have arisen regarding youths who are wearing himation in red-figure vase-
painting. In numerous red-figure vases youths who are wearing himation are depicted 
on side B of the pot, usually on skyphoi as 46b, kraters and pelikai. Many times, these 
youths are holding a stick, a discus or a strigil78. So, the question which has arisen is 
who are these figures? Are they politicians, trainers – educators or simply young 
citizens who have gathered at the Agora or at the palestra just to discuss politics or 
other public and private issues?79 
To exemplify, the mantle figure in most cases can be identified as athletes80, according 
to the objects they are holding, such as strigils, discus and alters81. Moreover, many 
mantle figures are related to cult activities because they are depicted in front of an 
altar while holding phiale and preparing for the sacrifice82. 
Figures wearing himation are depicted mainly on Attic red-figure pottery from the 5th 
century BC, but they had already appeared on black-figure vases of the 6th century BC. 
According to most scholars they were everyday Athenian youths, or they symbolized 
the ideal Athenian youths, and in our case, the Chalkidic youths83. In the area of 
Chalkidice, youths wearing himation appear on skyphoi, bell krater, pelikai and hydrias, 
just like on similar Attic shapes. The gestures of these figures are still the key to 
understanding not only the link between the sides of the vases but also the meaning of 
each figure84. 
Why the workshop of Chalkidice wanted to imitate the images of the Athenian youths 
is a very good question. Archaeologists support that sometimes the subjects of the 
depiction were ordered for specific areas85. Or they wanted to fill the emptiness of side 
 
78ΜcPhee 2012, 142012, 14 
79Schierup and Rasmussen 2012; 14; Franceschini, 2016, 189 
80Kefalidou 1996, 38,39 
81Akamatis 2008, 35 
82Lullies 1940, 235-237 
83Franceschini, 2016, 189 
84Franceschini, 2016, 189 
85Franceschini, 2016, 179 
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B by using a widespread iconographic motif86, but at the same time perhaps their goal 
was to approach the democratic political system of Athens in northern Greece87. 
Archaeologists support that the himation is a symbol of Greekness88. The model of a 
young, unbearded man who went to the Agora and discussed issues of his town was a 
trend that became very popular on vases of the Greek world. For these reasons, the 
workshop of Chalkidice did not only imitate the shapes of Attic red-figure pottery but 
also the themes of Attic workshops89. Images of mantle youths depicted on Chalkidian 
red-figure vases can be divided in five distinctive groups according to their iconographic 
elements: 
Group A. Two male mantle figures 
Group A includes the skyphoi 4, 5, 9, 14, 46a lebes gamikos n. 69, the pelikai 70, 73, 74, 
77, 78 82 and the hydrias n. 111, 130. On skyphoi n. 4, 5, 9, 14, 46a two figures are 
depicted one across from the other. The figure on the left is naked and the other one 
wears a himation. The figures are holding different objects such as strigils n. 4, 14, 77, 
78 rods 4, 5, 9, 14, an oval object with cross decorative which might be a discus on n. 
46a, 73, 74, 75, 111. Between the figures oftentimes existed a rectangular object which 
can be interpreted as a mount, altar, or stele. It is certain, it is an altar on 46a, n. 70 and 
n. 111. On n. 4 on the rectangular object a circular object can be distinguished which 
might be a training sphere. On n. 73 on the side of the pelike between the youths a big 
leaf is distinguishable . 
In specific depictions hanging objects are distinguishable, such as the hanging fabric on 
n. 5, discus on n. 8, hung folded fabric on n. 14 and possibly an aryballos on n. 70. Also, 
on n. 5, side B, and n. 9 on side A, a circular object is depicted above the male figure 
which might be a discus or a drum. Α hung folded fabric is distinguishable on n. 14. In 
all cases the figures are standing or walking except on the skyphos n. 14 in which the 
youth is standing in a position at the left referring to an athlete who is preparing to 
make a jump. 
 
86Franceschini, 2016, 169 
87Schierup and Rasmussen 2012, 14; Franceschini, 2016, 184 
88Schierup and Rasmussen 2012, 20; Franceschini, 2016, 188 




 Parallel depictions of two mantle figures upon hydrias have been found in Attic 
Kerameikos from the second half of the 4th century BC90. In addition, pelikai from Attic 
workshops two mantle figures are illustrated, sometimes holding a discus91. 
Group B. Male and a female figure  
In group B one male and one female figure are depicted on the skyphos n. 9, 10, 12, 
the pelikai n. 71, 72, 83 on lebes gamikos n. 69 and on fragment of pot n. 123, and on 
hydria n. 116b. On n. 116b both figures wearing a himation. While on. n. 9 ,10 ,12, 71, 
72 the female figure is wearing a himation with chiton or peplos, while the male figure 
is naked. The figures are holding different objects such as a thyrsus with ivy leaves, the 
symbol of Dionysus, on n. 9 and n. 72, phiale on n. 9, 10, 116b strigil on n. 10, rods on 
n. 9, 71, and strigils on n. 69. Between the figures showing a rectangular object which 
can be interpreted as an altar or stele, on 9, 10, and n. 69. It is certain it is an altar on n. 
9, 10, 12, 69 and on 116b. On n. 9 above the rectangular object, a circular object is 
distinguishable, which might be a sphere for training. A fallen aryvaloid is depicted on 
n. 116b while the male figure at the right projecting his hand. Stylized natural motifs 
and palmettes frame the depiction on 9, 10, 12 and n. 69, and an egg pattern motif is 
depicted upon n. 116b. 
In specific depictions distinguishable hanging objects, such as the hanging fabric on n. 
9, 10, and aryballos on n. 10 can be seen. Also, on n. 10 on side A an altar and an 
aryvalloid is depicted hanging on the wall above the figures. Also, on n. 71 an alter is 
portrayed. 
An Attic skyphos on which a male and a female figure are pictured was found in the 
settlement of Toumba in Thessaloniki. To exemplify, in the ancient settlement of 
Toumba an Attic skyphoi, figure 6a, was found on which there was one female and one 
male figure illustrated, whose iconographical elements imitate the Chalkidic 
workshop92. Also, the depictions of a male and a female figure can be found upon 
lekythos which were dated at the end of 4th century BC93. 
 
 
90CVA Limoges 1, plate 14.1 
91CVA Theba, plate 87,2 
92Lilibaki and Akamatis 1991-2007, fig.6a 
93CVA Gotha 2, pl. 65.1 
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Group C. Ιndividual male or female figure is depicted 
In group C the skyphoi n. 15, bell krater n. 52 the hydriai n. 112, 113 and 116a, 116d 
belong. In this group an individual male or an individual female figure is depicted. On 
skyhos n. 15 an individual male figure wearing a himation is illustrated. The male figure 
holds a thyrsus with ivy leaves94. A decorative theme with palmettes and natural 
motives is depicted above and in front of the figure. The female figures hold other 
circular objects which probably can be identified as a discus οn n. 112 and on n. 113. 
Also, in front of a female figure on n. 112 is depicted an altar. In the same way a male 
mantle figure on n. 116c is portrayed in front of an altar. On n. 52 an individual male 
figure seems to be dropping out of his hand a circular object, probably an aryballos. On 
n. 116a and on 116d a male mantle figure is portrayed. 
Individual female figures of Attic repertory can be found on oinochoai and dated at the 
4th century BC95. Also, another interesting example is a red figure skyphos on which is 
depicted an individual male figure, found in the settlement of Thessaloniki96. In 
addition, an individual female figure is depicted, among others, upon a lekythos and 
dated at the end of 5th century BC97. 
Group D. Mantle figure and bust  
In group D belong the skyphos n. 20 and the pelike n. 75. On both shapes two figures 
are depicted - a mantle figure and a female bust. The figures are holding different 
objects such as an oval object with a cruciform decorative which might be a discus. 
Also, on n. 75 above the mantle figure a plant decorative theme is depicted. 
Furthermore, on n. 20 the male mantle figure is stretching his right arm as if addressing 
the bust. On n. 20 between the mantle figure and the bust an ivy leaf is depicted. 
In Attic workshops the depiction of female busts who were standing in front of a male 




94Drougou 1982, 92 
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Group E. Fragmentary representations  
Fragmentary mantle figures are preserved on n. 121 and on n. 126. On n. 121 a 
standing mantle figure is depicted in front of a stele while on n. 126 a male figure is 
portrayed. Also, a spherical object, which is divided into four triangular sections, and a 
meander is depicted; this is most probably a hanging discus. 
Individual naked athlete  
On oinochoe n. 51 and on fragments of pots n. 3, n. 54, n. 59 is portrayed a naked 
athlete, a subject related in terms of iconography with mantle figures. The naked 
figures are in motion on n. 52 while on n. 54, n. 59 some figures are holding items such 
as a folded fabric on n. 59 and a discus on n. 54. On oinochoe n. 51 the young man is 
running towards a stele or horos turning his head backwards. A richly adorned folded 
fabric is hung on the wall. 




Numerous, pots with the depiction of the busts and heads have been found and belong 
to the workshop of Chalkidice. The shapes on which these depictions have been found 
are the skyphos, pelike, hydria and fragments of pots the shape of which is difficult to 
distinguish. The depictions of the busts can be separated into two categories. The first 
category is women’s heads wearing sakkos100 on their heads. 
In the second category belong heads wearing the Phrygian cap. The heads have a 
rather flat facial profile, with small chins, narrow mouth-lines, long noses, and open 
eyes. The Phrygian cap is decorated with broad black bands - one horizontal and one 
vertical, and with dots. Its folds are rendered by curving lines. Also, the cap, which is of 
a Persian-type is called tiara, kidaris or kyrbasia101. 
Depictions of women’s heads from the workshop of Chalkidice mainly can be 
distinguished between women who are wearing sakkos and women who are wearing 
 
99CVA Kassel, pl. 41.3; Papanastasiou pl 89 fig.1; CVA Altenburg 2, pl. 71,1 
100Anzeiger 1988, 448 
101McPhee 2019, 122 
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Phrygian caps on their heads. More specifically, women’s heads with sakkos are 
portrayed on pyxis. n. 117, on fragments of lebetes gamikoi n. 119, 120, and fragments 
of pot n. 128 and hydria n. 114. In addition, two confronting female figures who are 
wearing sakkos appear on skyphos n. 22, and on bosal n. 96. Moreover, women’s head 
with sakkos and flying Eros are depicted on lekanides n. 98, n. 99, n. 122. Also, on 
skyphos n. 20 is depicted a bust of female head wearing a sakkos along with a mantle 
figure. Women’s head who is wearing sakkos and is portrayed with mythic figures such 
as a griffin is depicted on skyphos n. 20 and on pelike n. 87. On epichysis n. 97 and 
askos n. 88, a women’s head with a swan is portrayed. 
In Attic repertory depictions of a female bust along with the depiction of a swan102, or 
even individual swans can be found upon lids of lekanides in the 4th century BC103. 
 
Group 1: Heads wearing sakkoi 
 
To begin with the first iconographical group, consists of heads wearing sakkoi in 
numbers 20, 22, 69a, 87, 88, 96, 97, 98, 99, 114, 117, 119, 122, 128, 129. To exemplify 
on group A belongs the skyphos n. 20, lebes gamikos n. 69a, pelike n. 87, askos n. 88, 
bolsal n. 96, epichisis n. 97, lecanis n. 98 and 99, hydria n. 114, pyxis n. 117, 119 and 
fragments of pots n. 22, 122, 128 and 129. 
On n. 20, n. 26 and n. 69a, an ivy leaf motive is in front of the woman’s head. Also, on 
n. 22, 96, 128 a round circular floral motif is portrayed between the women’s heads. 
On n. 20, 22, 87 an egg pattern with dots decorates the depiction. Spirals and 
palmettes are depicted on n. 20, 22, 69a, 96, 127, 129, and a stylized natural motif on 
87, 97, 117, 129. Also tongue motif decorates the rim on 69a. 
Group 1a: Single heads wearing sakkos 
 
The next iconographic group includes single heads wearing sakkos in numbers 114, 
117, 119, 129. On hydria n. 114, on pyxis n. 117, on fragment of pot n. 128 black lines 
and dots are decorating the sakkos. On pyxis n. 117 a stylized natural motif is portrayed 
 
102CVA Krokorie 1, pl. 13.5-6 
103 CVA Leiden 4 pl. 201.5 
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in front of the woman’s head. Onto n. 114 an egg pattern motif with dots is below the 
woman’s head, and on n. 128 a round circular floral motif is illustrated in front of the 
head. 
Attic parallels of individual female busts wearing sakkos are depicting upon askoi, and 
lekythoi dated at the 4th century BC104. 
Group 1b: Heads wearing sakkos shown with Eros 
 
 On this iconographic group a woman’s head along with the figure of Eros have 
been portrayed. Specific examples of this can be seen on lekanis n. 98, n. 99 and on the 
fragment of pot n. 122. Black lines and dots appear on the sakkos n. 98, 99 and n. 122. 
Also, the figure of Eros is preserved fragmentary. On. n. 98 the legs and the wings of 
the flying deity have been portrayed while on n. 99 only the wings. An individual 
walking winged Nike in a stance of offering is depicted on n. 69a. 
 A female bust and the figure of Eros was a very lovely theme in Attic workshop 
in the 4th century BC especially on the shape of lekythos 105. 
Group 1c: Heads wearing sakkos with heads of griffins  
 
 On group C on skyphos n. 20 and on pelike n. 87 a woman’s head wearing 
sakkos along with the heads of griffins is portrayed. Black lines and dots appear on the 
sakkos n. 20 and n. 87. Also, a circular object with a cross and four dots is depicted in 
front of the head on n. 20, probably a schematized rosette, and stylized leaves with 
spirals on both sides of n. 87. 
In Attic Kerameikos a female bust along with a bust of a griffin was a very popular 
theme especially upon a lid of lekanis at the second half of 4th century BC106. 
Group1d: Heads wearing sakkos shown with water birds 
 
 
104CVA Varsovie 3, pl.47.6; CVA Varsovie 3 pl. 43.2; CVA Pologne 3, pl. 1.19 
105Papanastasiou 2004, pl. 101 
106CVA Austria, Wien, pl. 50.7 
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 The next iconographic group portrays female heads wearing sakkos. Examples 
of which can be seen on askos n. 88 and on epichysis n. 97 which depict a woman’s 
head along with water birds. Black lines and dots are illustrated upon the sakkos on n. 
88 and on n. 97 while spirals are shown in front of the head on n. 88 and on n. 97. 
Group 1e: Confronted heads wearing sakkos 
 
 Group 1e consists of confronting heads wearing sakkos.  On the fragment of pot 
n. 22 and on bolsal n. 96 are examples of two confronting women’s heads. Black lines 
and dots upon the sakkos are visible on n. 22 and on n. 96. Decorative motifs between 
two confronting women’s heads are portrayed. To exemplify, on skyphos n. 22 and on 
bolsal n. 26, a round circular floral motif is portrayed. Also, on bolsal n. 96 ivy leaves 
between the two heads are shown, while in the same position on n. 22 a circular floral 
motif is shown. 
  In Attic repertory confronting women's busts usually were depicted on lekythoi, 
skyphoi, kraters and other shapes in the 4th century BC107. 
Group 1f: Head wearing sakkos shown with mantle youth 
 
The last iconographic group, 1f, consists of a female head wearing sakkos with a 
mantled youth. Such a scene is portrayed on skyphos n. 20. The head is bigger than the 
mantle figure even though only the head has been shown and not the whole body. In 
addition, ivy leaves are shown between the figures. Also spirals and five petals of 
palmettes frame the depiction. On the rim an egg pattern motif decorates it. Also, the 
same depiction is depicted on pelike n. 75 on which a mantle figure holding a diskus, is 
in front of a woman’s head who is wearing a sakkos. An egg-pattern motive also 
decorates the shoulder upon the figure. 





107CVA Pologne, Goluchow1, pl. 41.5 
108CVA Brit. Mus. 6 pl.96 7-8; CVA Milano 1, pl. 12 fig. 1-2 
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Group 2: Heads wearing Phrygian cap  
 
The second group is characterized by the depiction of heads wearing Phrygian caps 
that appear on oinochoe n. 50 and n. 52, on pelike n. 74, n. 76, on bolsal n. 95 and on 
the fragment of pot n. 118. These depictions can be separated into four categories. 
More specifically on oinochoe n. 50 and on pelike n. 74 is depicted a head wearing a 
Phrygian cap and shown with a horse’s head. On pelikai n. 74, 76 is depicted a head 
wearing a Phrygian cap shown with griffin’s head. On oinochoe n. 52 a head wearing a 
Phrygian cap is shown with Eros. And the last ones on bolsal n. 95, and on fragment of 
pot n. 118 is a head wearing Phrygian cap, but the rest of the decoration is 
unpreserved. 
Group 2a: Head wearing Phrygian cap with horse’s head 
 
Heads wearing Phrygian cap are depicted with horses on oinochoe n. 50 and on pelike 
n. 76. To exemplify, on oinochoe n. 50 the woman’s head is depicted along with the 
bust of a horse. Also, a stylized rosette is depicted below the head of the horse. On the 
shoulder a spiral pattern motif upon the figures decorates the depiction while 
underneath it is decorated with an egg-pattern motif. 
On pelike n. 76 the horses are depicted without a halter and the Phrygian cap is 
decorated with broad black bands and with dots, its folds are rendered by curving 
lines. 
In Attic vase-painting a bust of a woman wearing a phrygian cap and a bust of a horse 
was a common depiction upon pelikai at the second half of the 4th century BC109. 
Group 2b: Head wearing Phrygian cap shown with griffin’s head 
 
In group 2b a head wearing a Phrygian cap with griffin’s head is shown on pelikai n. 74 
and on n. 76. On pelike n. 74 a deciduous branch with three palmettes above the 
woman’s head is preserved. A spherical object which has been divided into four dotted 
triangular parts can be depicted. Also, upon pelike n. 76 a head wearing a Phrygian cap 
is shown with a griffin’s head. The head is on a large scale as is the griffin bust which it 
 
109CVA Pologne, Varsovie 3, pl. 28-12; wien 2, pl. 85.2,3,5 CVA Austria, 
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is confronts. The cap of the head is decorating with black dots and black lines. An egg-
pattern motif decorates the depiction above and below the figures. The eye and the 
mouth are small while the nose on the head is bigger.   
Busts of women along with griffins’ heads were usually depicted in Attic workshops 
upon askoi in the 4th century BC110. 
Group 2c: Head wearing Phrygian cap shown with Eros 
 
 A woman’s’ head wearing Phrygian cap along with the figure of a walking Eros is 
depicted on some vases. To exemplify, on n. 52 is shown a head wearing a Phrygian cap 
which is decorated with black lines and dots and it is on a large scale. The figure of 
walking Eros is smaller in size. Eros is naked, has wings and it seems that he is offering 
something to the head. Between the figures a floral motif decorates the depiction. 
 The head of a woman along with the figure of Eros was one of the loveliest 
themes in Attic workshops111. 
Group 2d: Head wearing Phrygian cap; rest of decoration unpreserved 
 
In the last iconographic group, 2d, a head wearing a Phrygian cap is shown but the rest 
of the decoration is unpreserved. To begin with, on bolsal n. 95 a woman’s head 
wearing the typical Phrygian cap is depicted. Numerous black dots decorating the cap 
along with black lines, also palmettes with four preserved petals are shown. The 
woman’s hair also is distinguishable as it seems to flow in a wavy pattern motif through 
the cap. Schematical three lines show the hair. A round circular floral motif is depicted 
behind the head. Also, a spiral motif decorates the depiction. The interpretation of the 
spiral is the perpetual motion or even the waves of the sea. 
 On the fragment of pot n. 118 another head wearing the Phrygian cap is shown. 
Six black lines and black dots decorate the cap. The hair is also distinguishable. The 
head has small eyes and mouth, and the nose is bigger. A spiral motif decorates the 
depiction. Floral motifs also accompany heads with Phrygian caps. 
 
110CVA Schweiz 7, Basel, pl. 24,1 1-6; CVA Pologne, Varsovie 3, pl. 47.2 
111Papanastasiou 2004, pl. 101 
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Interpretation of the heads 
 
In the 4th century BC, the subject of self-existent heads seemed to have gained new 
popularity. To exemplify, in Attic red figure pottery of Kerch style individual women's 
heads can be found on pelikai, lebetes gamikoi, bell krater, hydriai, squat lekythoi, 
oinochoai, cups, skyphoi, plates and askoi112. While the Attic iconographic types were 
imitated by the workshops of Chalkidice, in Chalkidic workshops these figures can be 
found on skyphoi, bell krater, lids of lekanides, bolsals, pelikai, pyxides, and epiphysis. 
At the same time, a new iconographic type of compositions which were framed by 
objects or animal figures appeared. All these specimens came from the workshop 
which was most probably located in the city of Olynthos. 
The heads diverged from the conventional way of portraying human heads, because 
they depicted individuals without the body of the figure, and secondly were of a larger 
scale in contrast with the other figures. An important issue is the relationship of heads 
in pottery with the iconographic subject of Anodos (rise) of deities. This term described 
the passage of the deity such as Gaia, Pandora, Aphrodite, and Dionysus from the 
depths of the Earth to the surface113. 
According to C. Berard, the individual head consists of a specific iconographic theme 
which shows the chthonic character of the deity to the surface of Earth. The heads 
iconography related semantically to the theme of the Rise which is a part of the 
worship of chthonic deities and by the believers in a ceremonial ritual114. 
The specific depictions of Kerch style vases of the 4th century BC include scenes from 
the women’s world and consisted of thematic cycles of Aphrodite and the women's 
private life. These thematic cycles were imported into Attic pottery at the second half 
of 5th century BC. Aphrodite is usually depicted as a magnificent deity who is 
surrounded by Erotes. The fact that the women’s head is bigger than the others can 
lead us to relate them with Aphrodite. If the theory can be accepted the specific 
 
112Sgouropoulou 2004, 220,221; ΜcPhee 1981, 297-308 
113Bérard, 1974, 123-160 
114Bérard, 1974, 123-160 
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depictions can be added to the scenes of triumph or epiphany of the deity which 
dominate the iconographic cycle during the 4th century BC115. 
However, other archaeologists support that busts wearing sakkoi can be related with 
the chthonic character of Aphrodite mainly coming from the oriental origin. Her cult 
was transferred at different worship hypostases at the Greek world, Aphrodite 
corresponding to supreme goddess of Earth the big Mother who protects the nature, 
the vegetation and the fertility but dominates also at the world of the dead116. 
The last iconographic group which was found at the workshop of Chalkidice are busts 
along with horses or mythic figures. As we have already mentioned the bust with the 
Phrygian cap framed with busts of horses’ examples on n. 50 and n. 76 or griffins on n. 
74 were produced at the workshop of Chalcidice. These themes are related with two 
thematic cycles of the 4th century BC, the Amazonomachy117 and Grypomachy. In both 
cases barbarian figures fight against the Greeks and griffins in each case. These two 
thematic cycles are characteristics of the Kertch style and were very popular in the 4th 
century BC; they have many similarities. 
Moreover, after the Persian wars the figure of Amazons  
equated with the figure of Persian intruders and the decorative motif of the 
Amazonomachy was used through the official art as allegoric report to the victory of 
Greeks against the barbarians118. 
Furthermore, it must be said that the scenes with busts who are wearing the Phrygian 
caps were very popular at the workshops of Attica at the 4th century BC. This trend 
exemplifies the fact that the Chalkidic workshop imitated the Athenian repertory and 
followed this decoration. The identification of these scenes belongs to the oriental 
myths. To exemplify, busts and griffins are the battle between Arimasps and griffins. 
Arimasps were a mythic people who lived in Scythia and the griffins were mythic 
creatures who protected the gold.  Arimasps normally wore the generic Oriental dress 
 
115Sgouropoulou 2004, 222; ΜcPhee 1981, 299, Akamatis 2008, 35 and Akamatis 2014, 232 
116Metzger, 1951, 59 
117Langner 2013, 248; Demargne 1976, 265-280 
118Hölscher 1973, 70-73; Langner 2013, 222,223,248 
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and only in the Later Classical period, a debased Persian garb with elements from 
Thracian and Scythian dress was introduced119. 
Also, the women’s head can be identified as Amazons who fight against griffins120. 
Furthermore, another identification suggests these busts were gods, oriental divinities, 
or the Great Goddess, who in the Greek World can be interpreted as Aphrodite, 
Artemis or Pandora. According to Herodotus121 she can be identified with the goddess 
Argimbassa of the Scythians who was like Aphrodite and played a fundamental role in 
the religious beliefs of the Scythian world122. 
On the other hand, scholars support that these heads are chthonic deities, associated 
with the role of protector of the dead because these decorations have been found 
inside the graves on the shapes of pelike. Other scholars support that the heads were 
not Greeks, but barbarians: Scythians or Persians123. Other archaeologists support that 
the heads are of women because of the white color on some depictions, supporting 
that they are Amazons124, or female Arimasps125. 
Another iconographical theme which has been found at the workshop of Chalkidice is 
the head of women and himation figures. The woman’s bust is framed by one male 
mantle figure. This specific iconographic alteration can be mainly found at the 
Chalkidice workshop as portrayed on skyphos n. 20. These representations depict a 
woman’s heads in front of the mantle figure. We can support that they characterized 
standardization. The iconographic type along with the central head accompanied by a 
mantle figure is largely attributed to the end of 4th century BC on Chalkidice skyphos. 




119Miller 1999, 122-123; Minns 1971, 53-55 
120LIMC VIII, 1997, s.v. Arimaspoi, 529-534 
121Herodotus 4.27.1, Herodotus 3.116, Strabo 1.2.10, 11.6.2 
122Sgouropoulou 2004, 232,233 
123McPhee 2019, 137; Franks 2009, 474-477 
124Franks 2009, 474-477 
125Akamatis 2008, 35 and Akamatis 2014, 232 




Dionysiac scenes  
 
The chapter of Dionysus themes can be separated into four groups. The first group are 
Satyrs and Maenads who are standing. The second iconographical group illustrates 
upon the vases a man with a phiale and a woman with a thyrsus, the third 
iconographical group shows a man holding a thyrsus, and finally, the fourth group 
depicts the deity of Dionysus. 
Group A: Satyrs and Maenads  
 
The first iconographic group is Satyrs with Maenads on skyphoi n. 1, 2, 43, , and hydria 
n. 116. On skyphos n. 1 and n. 2, two figures: a bearded Satyr which is seated and a 
Maenad who is standing are depicted. The Satyr is naked while the female figure is 
wearing a himation. The decoration is framed by a natural decorative motif and below 
the rim an egg pattern with dots is depicted. On side A of skyphos n. 43 on the left is 
depicted a Satyr who is wearing a wreath. To exemplify on skyphos n. 43 is portrayed a 
Satyr who is dancing while raising his right foot. Next to him is a woman who is 
standing, wearing a veil, belted above the overfold. She has a ponytail and is wearing a 
ribbon, earrings, necklace, and double bracelets. Τhe left-hand rests on the waist while 
the lowered right holds a wreath. On hydria n. 116 the thiasos of Dionysus is 
illustrated; a Satyr in the center is dancing framed by two maenads, both of which are 
holding a box and fabrics. 
In Attic workshops the depiction of Satyrs and maenads especially upon bell-krater was 
very popular127.  
Group B: Man, with a phiale and woman with thyrsus 
 
The second iconographic group depicts a man who is holding a phiale and a woman 
who is holding a thyrsus. On skyphos n. 9 it depicts 2 figures one opposite the other. 
The figure on the left is a woman wearing a himation while the figure on the right is a 
male who is depicted naked. The figures are holding different objects such as a thyrsus, 
the symbol of Dionysus, while the figure on the right holds a phiale. Between them an 
altar is depicted and above the altar a spherical object that might be a sphere. 
 
127 CVA Austria. Wien I, pl. 117.3; CVA Italia XL, Torino, pl. 11.3 
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According to the illustrated motifs we can assume that the female figure is a 
worshipper or priestess of Dionysus while the male unbearded figure might be a 
believer who was making the libation in order to honor the god Dionysus. 
Also, on skyphos n. 7 which is not illustrated in the catalogue, is depicted a naked 
youth and a woman who is holding the symbol of Dionysus, the thyrsus, in front of a 
stele. So, we can assume that they are also preparing for sacrifice, a libation, or a ritual 
ceremony. 
Man holding a phiale and woman holding a thyrsus was one of the loveliest themes 
during the 4th century BC in Attic workshops128. 
Group C: Man holding a thyrsus 
 
In the third iconographic group there are rather few vases that depict a man who is 
holding a thyrsus on skyphos n. 15 and onto pelike n. 72. More specifically, on n. 15 an 
unbearded male figure who is wearing a himation and holding in his right hand the 
thyrsus is depicted. 
On pelike n. 72 two figures are depicted. The figure on the left is an unbearded male 
figure holding the thyrsus. The right part of the representation depicts a female figure 
wearing the himation and a sakkos on her head. 
In Attic workshops similar depictions of a man holding a thyrsus often appear129.   
Dionysus  
 
Dionysus is depicted riding a panther; next to him is the figure of Eros. To exemplify, on 
pelikai n. 79 and n. 80 they depict the form of an unbearded Dionysus with the figure 
of Eros in front of him on n. 79 and above him on n. 80. In addition, the form of a 
maenad is depicted in front of the god Dionysus. On n. 80, along with Dionysus is also 
depicted Ariadne. Also, on bell-krater n. 86 is depicted the wedding of Dionysus with 
Ariadne. So, we have two different interpretations of the figure of Dionysus: on the first 
one on n. 79 Dionysus is depicted accompanied by Eros and Maenad with a drum, 
while on n. 80 and on n. 86 he is presented along with the figure of Ariadne who is 
 
128 CVA Austria, wien I, pl. 29.1 
129 CVA Geneva I, pl. 201 
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included on different iconographic interpretation. On n. 86 Dionysus is standing and 
holding a thyrsus with his right hand, at the left is depicted Ariadne who seated on the 
rock with her right hand she holds a necklace, possibly a wedding gift. It is surrounded 
by two Satyrs on the left and a winged figure on its right, which is identical with Imeros, 
a follower of Aphrodite who embodies the erotic desire. 
Similar depictions on Attic workshop can be found. To exemplify, Dionysus used to 
depict along with his companions Satyrs and maenads usually on lid of lekanis or 
hydrias130. 
Interpretation of Dionysiac themes  
 
The Dionysiac themes are very popular in the Greek world and especially in the city of 
Olynthos at the end of the 5th century and through the 4th century BC. Numerous red-
figure depictions have been found on red-figure vases and are attributed to the 
workshop of Chalkidice. In the 4th century BC, an often-encountered iconographic 
theme is the depiction of Dionysus accompanied by Ariadne and also the depiction of 
Dionysus with his companions, Satyrs and Maenads. In Macedonia, the worship of 
Dionysus was very popular, as also was the case in the ancient Greek world131. 
Dionysus, the god of wine, was a very popular deity because he was the deity of 
celebration, of wine and festivals. Also, Dionysus is related to the theater. In addition, 
he was a deity of fertility, of nature and of vegetation. The worship of Dionysus spread 
through the Greek world to all the people who used to honor him132. 
According to the tradition of Homer and Hesychius, Theseus went in Crete to kill the 
Minotaur, but fell in love with Ariadne. However, after the completion of his mission 
Theseus abandoned her on the island of Naxos. In Naxos Ariadne met Dionysus who 
took her as his wife. After the wedding, Zeus made her immortal. In iconographic art 
Ariadne first shows up in the 7th century BC., and is first related to Theseus as her 
companion. Indeed, on a very famous pot, the ‘’François vase’’ in the 6th century BC 
Ariadne is depicted as a spouse of Theseus. However, from the end of the 6th century 
BC and through the 5th century BC a very lovely theme was the abandonment of 
 
130 CVA Bruxelles 1, pl. 4,3; CVA Louvre 5, pl. 2.1; CVA Sarajevo, pl. 47.1 
131Akamatis 2018, 54 
132Avramidou 1997, 1-5, Akamatis 2008, 39-42 
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Ariadne by Theseus and her love towards Dionysus. At the end of 5th century BC, the 
decorative motif of Dionysus with Ariadne became very popular. Through the 4th 
century BC, Dionysus and Ariadne are represented as a man and wife and the 
presentation is usually framed by a figure of Eros and the thiasos133. 
In addition, it is important to mention that the motif of Dionysus with his thiasos, 
namely satyrs, maenads and Eros was a very popular theme in the 4th century BC. The 
workshop of Chalkidice imitates this lovely theme of Attic workshop of Kerameikos. 
Characteristic example from Chalkidice workshop on pelike n. 80 in which Dionysos and 
Ariadne are upon leopards, with Eros, a maenad, and two satyrs, also a griffin preceded 
by a maenad. 
To conclude, it is important to mention that after the end of the Peloponnesian war, 
the Athenians, in general the Greeks all over the Greek world, wanted to honor life and 
peace through love. That is why the subject of the wedding of Ariadne with a deity was 
very lovely. In addition, the fact that a mortal woman gains immortality made her a 
role model for the women of her era134. 
Another decorative motif of Dionysus is along with his companions. To begin with, in 
the 4th century BC Dionysus used to be depicted along with the members of his 












133Kathariou 2002, 27-33; Avramidou 1997, 1-5 




Depictions of women’s world  
 
Depictions inspired by a women’s world have been found in Attic repertory from the 
6th century BC. From the workshop of Chalkidice six examples have been examined. 
The first iconographic group illustrates a seated woman and a standing woman which 
can be found on skyphos n. 8. The second iconographical group shows confronting 
standing women and can be found on skyphos n. 43, 44, 45. The third iconographical 
group depicts a single woman holding various objects and can be found upon oinochoe 
n. 48 and on hydria n. 108. The fourth iconographical group depicts the figure of a 
woman along with the deity of Eros. Furthermore, on skyphos n. 47, on lebes gamikos 
n. 58, on hydria n. 110 and on pelike n. 82 all these depictions can be found. The fifth 
iconographical group depicts a woman in front of an altar. On hydrias n. 112 and n. 
113 these presentations can be found.  
 
Group A: Α seated woman and a standing woman 
 
On skyphos n. 8 and on hydria n. 116a and 116g. On skyphos n. 8 is depicted the first 
group of two women. The first woman on the left is seated on a rectangular seat or a 
box, while the other female figure is bringing a disk of offerings. Also, both are wearing 
a himation135. They are wearing bracelets and headbands. Above them, a flying bird is 
be depicted. 
Attic parallels of the depiction of a seated and a standing woman can be found on 
several vases136. 
Group B: Confronting standing women  
 
The second iconographical group depicts two women who are standing one opposite 
the other, on skyphoi n. 42, 43, 44, 45. On skyphos n. 42 it depicts two women who are 
 
135A closer look at female figures reveals that there are two different categories of women that stand 
out from their clothing: virgins and women. Young women have bare arms, their clothes fall back and 
long hair waving on their backs. The other category is obviously more modest and older women, 
wrapped in a heavy veil with hair held back - a headdress and a place of clothing related to the married. 
Sabetai 2009, 248 
136 CVA Frankfurt 2, pl. 81.3; CVA Karlsruhe I. pl. 
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wearing a himation and who are playing with a swan; this might be a scene of everyday 
life. A sign of modesty and sophrosyne is to wrap oneself care-fully in the himation137. 
On the side B of the vase, are depicted two confronting women who seem to be 
playing. Again, this is probably a scene of everyday life. In addition, on skyphoi n. 43 
and n. 44 they depict two young women who are wearing a himation and neckless. A 
natural decorative motif frames the depiction and points out that the scenes is 
outdoors. More specifically, the two facing women are wearing belted veils, and 
necklaces. The woman on the right is wearing earrings and double bracelets. The left 
one has her head lowered and her hair is gathered under a sakkos; she is holding two 
leafy twigs in her right hand and is lifting her himation with her left hand. The woman 
opposite her is looking at her, her hair held back in a krovilos and adorned with ribbon. 
On skyphos n. 44 two women wearing peploi are depicted, one opposite the other. We 
can assume that this is a depiction from the women’s world. N. 45 also depicts two 
confronting women who project their hands on both sides of the vase. 
In Attic workshop the same iconographical themes have been found from the first half 
of the 4th century BC, usually depicted upon bell-kraters or lekythoi138.  
Group C: Single woman holding various objects 
 
On oinochoe n. 48 and on hydria n. 108 a woman is depicted holding a box and is 
running. On n. 48 the female figure is moving to the left, while on n. 108 to the right. In 
both cases she is turning her head backwards. The women are carrying boxes and 
folded richly decorated fabrics. These scenes are probably related to the women’s 
quarters and everyday life. They may also be abbreviated versions of wedding scenes, 
namely the Epaulia139 or Proaulia. In the latter case, the woman might be a maid or 
even the nymphokomos who is preparing the bride for the wedding or is giving 
presents to the bride. 
 
137Holscher 2005, 434 
138 CVA Italia XL, Torino pl. 13.6; CVA Brit. Mus. 6, pl. 99. 5-6; CVA Glasgow, pl. 30.6-7 
139Deubner 1901, 144-154 
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The depiction of a woman holding various objects was a very popular theme in Attic 
red-figure vase-painting140. 
Group D: Woman and Eros 
 
The fourth iconographic group depicts the figure of a woman and a figure of Eros on 
skyphoi n. 47, 96b on fragment of lebes gamikos n. 58, on pelike n. 70, on lekanis n. 
107b, 107c, and on hydria 116h. On skyphos n. 47 Eros is holding a disk of offerings. On 
fragment of lebes gamikos n. 58 the flying naked figure of Eros is moving to the female 
seated figure. On n. 58 the woman is seated on a stylized rock and is holding a box 
along with elongated fabrics. On n. 58 the woman is wearing a himation and a sakkos 
on her head. On n. 47 on side A, the woman is wearing a sakkos while on side B the 
woman is not wearing a sakkos upon her head. Moreover, on skyphos n. 47 on side A 
two confronting figures are portrayed. The left one is a naked figure of Eros who is 
standing in front of a seated woman. The woman is wearing a rich full himation and a 
sakkos on her head. An object under Eros is a shaped alabaster which might be carrying 
oil, or perfume for the bride. On side B it also depicts two figures. On the left the flying 
figure of Eros brings a disk of offerings to the right figure, a woman sitting and 
receiving the offerings of the deity. Probably it is the bride who is receiving the 
offerings for her wedding.  As far as the interpretation is concerned, we can suppose 
that as the deities receive offerings from their believers as an act of worshiping, in the 
same way the bride is receiving the gifts from the gods.  In addition, we can assume 
that they are inside the women’s room, which is called ‘’gynaikonitis141’’, or because of 
the depiction of floral motif, they are outdoors142. 
In Athens we have some parallels in which Eros is bringing offerings to a seated woman 
in the 4th century BC. The most usual shape with this depiction is the lekythos143. 
 
140 CVA Italia XXIII, Capua 2, pl. 21.3-3 
141This is a scene that takes place in the women's room, a space that was probably located on the upper 
floor of the house. There the women spent most of their daily lives dealing with the upbringing of the 
children but also with the household chores mainly textiles. Music and grooming were also popular 
pastimes of women in their spare time. Probably the form of the depiction also deals with her grooming, 
jewelry and valuable items and items of grooming were stored in the boxes. Sabetae 2009, 296,297 
142Sabetai 2009, 322 
143CVA Schweiz, Basel, pl. 37. 1-4; CVA Basel 3, pl. 38, 5-6 
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On n. 70 it is a naked Eros who is walking to a seated woman is depicted. The woman 
seats on a box while she wears a himation and a sakkos on her head. The naked Eros is 
holding a disk of offerings. Between them lies a floral motif. Above the female figure a 
hung disk is disguisable. 
On the red figure hydria n. 110 a naked walking Eros is approaching a female figure 
who is standing in front of a stele and is wearing a richly decorated himation. Eros is 
holding a box and fabrics which he is offering to the woman. On n. 130 a flying figure of 
Nike who is wearing a himation is depicted. The flying figure is holding a fabric perhaps 
the veil that will cover her head and is preparing to give it to the woman who is also 
wearing a himation. The same depiction on pelike n. 82. This is probably a flying Nike 
bringing gifts to the bride144. According to tradition the flying figures usually bring luck 
and hope. The velvet is related to marriage and the new life of the bride145. 
In Attic workshop the figure of a woman along with the deity of Eros was depicted 
upon several shapes146. 
Group E: Woman in front of an altar 
 
The fifth iconographic group consist of a woman in front of an altar. On hydrias n. 112 
and n. 113 they depict female figures wearing a veil and holding a spherical object, 
which is divided into four in triangular sections; this might be a discus. Also, a discus is 
depicted on n. 113 behind the woman, and above a rectangular object that is probably 
a stele. The female figures are standing in front of an altar probably preparing for a 
sacrifice or libation. It is not unlikely that they are priestesses of a deity or mere 
worshipers. 
This theme was very common in Attic workshop that produced red-figured pottery147. 
Eros  
Related to the above are some scenes showing Eros alone. These are probably 
abbreviated scenes inspired by more complete depictions of the women’s quarters. On 
oinochoe n. 49 the figure of Eros is walking while he is holding a disk of offerings. An 
 
144Sgourou 1997, 76 
145Sabetai 2009, 317 
146 CVA Amsterdam 4, pl. 208-1-3; CVA Athens 2, pl. 32-34. 1-4 
147 CVA Italia XL, Torino, pl. 11. 3-4 
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ivy leaf frames the depiction above him, and floral natural motifs in front of him. On 
hydria n. 109 also, a naked flying Eros is depicted, but the female figure does not exist. 
And on hydria n. 116j a figure of Eros is depicted. 
Interpretation of scenes inspired from the women’s world 
To begin with, in the ancient Greek world, the religious and the secular were not 
understood as completely separate aspects of the social identity of individuals, a way 
of which was also determined through rituals. Although deprived of civil rights, the 
women of Athens and possibly of Chalkidice assumed a sufficient number of defined 
worship roles in both public and private spheres, and their social identities were 
limited. So, the women had the opportunity to have duties only in aspects of religious 
life to honor the deities. In the private sphere of the family and the home (οikos), 
rituals performed by women and often had a similar focus, passages such as birth, 
childhood, marriage, and death. The pre-wedding rituals included a series of rituals 
that focused on the bride and groom but were more focused on the social role that the 
daughter would play when she became a bride148. 
The day after the completion of the wedding was called Epaulia149 and was another 
opportunity for family visits and ritual gift offering intended to settle and further 
integrate the bride into her new family and social class. The word "Epaulia150" referred 
to both the third day of the wedding and the gifts offered, although this is a 
controversial view some researchers place during this day the ritual revelation of the 
bride's face, a top ceremony called the ‘Anakalepteria151’’. 
Although they are usually called Epaulia in reality, the performances and gifts are a 
consequence of their association with the theme of the adornment of the bride with 
all their connotations of beauty and erotic grace. Among the gifts of the Epaulia was a 
garment woven by the bride herself for her new husband. Other gifts including 
utensils, small vases for toiletries, mirrors and jewelry boxes, are all important items 
 
148Blundell 2004, 39-50; Sabetai 2009, 289 
149Brueckner 1907, 91 
150Deubner 1901, 144-154 
151Oakley 1982, 113-118; Sabetai 2009, 296 
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that characterized the women who marked the female presence when found in shrines 
or tombs152. 
The major and uninterrupted presence of women in the religious customs of the life 
cycle and its extensive contribution to these rites which, although performed in public, 
were nevertheless based on the family, demonstrate the importance of the female role 
of the city-state in its religious dimension. Fabrics have been a key component of a 
women's dowry since the time of Homer153. 
The depictions with scenes inspired by the female world are a particularly beloved 
iconographic theme in various shapes of the Attic Keramikos, as well as the workshops 
of Chalkidice. The depictions of the local workshop of Chalkidice which had as a subject 
“the women’s world” were varied. In those depictions many women’s’ figures are a 
common subject. The women commonly are standing while at the same time other 
female figures are seated. They usually wear a veil and less often a sleeveless tunic. 
They wear a sakkos on their head154. Some female figures wore jewelry such as 
bracelets, necklaces, and earrings. Female figures usually held various objects. In most 
cases, folded diverse fabrics were depicted. 
The figures from the local workshop are often holding different objects while in many 
cases they are depicted with folded diverse fabrics. The performances with scenes of 
women’s world from the local workshop have been inspired by similar depictions from 
the Attic workshop. Depictions of seated female figures who are being approached by 
standing female figures holding objects from the female world appear for the first time 
in the 5th century BC in Attic pottery155. 
Moreover, in the examined compositions, Erotes appear quite often, who are depicted 
naked. They usually fly or walk. In some cases, they offer items to a seated woman 
such as a box and folded fabric. Also, they depict natural motifs and birds. The 
 
152Sabetai 2009, 297 
153Sabetai 2009, 317 
154Anzeiger 1988, 448; Onassoglou 1988, 248-250 
155Akamatis 2018, 35-38 
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performances with scenes of the female world from the local workshop of Chalkidice, 
as it has been pointed out, follow Attic standards156. 
Although in some of them daily female activities such as wool processing157 can be 
identified, most compositions are difficult to relate to a particular female occupation. 
There are other less clear ones in which women wear only toiletries. These depictions 
are difficult to relate it to one specific female occupation and dominates in Attic 
repertory from the last quarter of 5th century BC and beyond158. All these occupations 
of women refer to weddings. 
In addition, the existence of baskets on the ground, tables, seats or boxes on which the 
figures sit leads us to the supposition that many of the depicted scenes took place 
indoors and probably in a women's room which was called ‘’gynaikonitis159’’. However, 
there are cases where reference was made to outdoor areas with the indication of 
rocks and plant decoration160. 
 
156See Akamatis 2018, 36 for the depictions of scenes of the female world 
157Milne 1945, 529-533 
158Akamatis 2013, 42,43 
159Moon, 1979, 221 
160See Akamatis 2013, 44 for the depictions of scenes of the female world 





On skyphos n. 14 depicts two figures. The figure on the left is a bearded centaur, a 
mythological creature, who is holding a rock and preparing to throw it against a hoplite. 
The hoplite is at a stance of defense. He is wearing a helmet and is holding his circular 
shield. The outer surface of the shield is decorated with a sun motif. Between the figures 
a tree is depicted. 
The Centauromachy is a beloved iconographic theme in ancient Greek art, also shown on 
the western gable of the temple of Zeus in Olympia. In this mythical battle the Centaurs 
tried to kidnap the women of the Lapithids. The centaurs were invited to the wedding of 
the Lapith Peirithus by the groom himself, but after getting drunk during the celebration, 
they attacked all the women who were also relatives of Peirithus, including the bride 
herself. In retaliation, Peirithus fought against the Centaurs along with Theseus. The fight 
ended favorably in favor of the Lapiths after the intervention of Zeus161. Also in Attic 













161Kokorou, 1995, 175  
162Kathariou 2007, 209-212 
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Depictions of animals  
Representations of animals were a very popular subject in Attic pottery as they also 
were at the workshop of Chalkidice in the 4th century BC. The first iconographical subject 
is the depiction of griffins and felines. Numerous examples of them have been found. On 
fragments of pots n. 21, and n. 91 they depict griffin, and on n. 25 a feline163. 
The second iconographical group shows a hare and a dog (askos n. 93). More specifically 
on the upper surface of the vessel, on either side of the arched handle is shown a wave 
motif that is probably related with the ground. The hare and the dog run above this 
motif in the same direction, towards the mouth of the askos; usually they are depicted in 
opposite directions, suggesting that the dog is chasing the hare164. 
Parallel examples in Attic repertory have been found on askos and on pyxis from the end 














163Asmead 1978, 38-47 
164Avronidaki and Kefalidou 2018, 39 
165 CVA Genova 1 pl. 5.8; CVA Austria, Wien 1, pl. 48.2; Grifin CVA Copenhague 4 pl. 169 fig. 5,6; CVA 
Louvre 5. pl. 2.1 




 In this essay, we examined the material on the vases from the workshop of 
Chalkidice which have been found in many areas in ancient Macedonia and in the 
Chalkidice peninsula. More specifically pottery of the workshop of Chalkidice has been 
found in the city of Olynthos. During the time between 1928 and 1938 after the 
excavation of the settlement and cemetery of the city of Olynthos by D.M Robinson on 
North and South Hills 166 in which was uncovered a substantial area of housing a lot of 
red-figure vases were brought to light167, which according to the clay used were 
produced from the local Chalkidice workshop. Many vases were used for household 
ware and found inside the houses, but also on the roads. In addition, vases have been 
found at the city of Torone, probably at the capital of the Macedonian kingdom - the city 
of Pella, and in ancient Dorikos (known today as Isar Marvinsi). All these vases show us 
that a trade network had been created. 
Moreover, in this essay I have studied the shapes of Attic workshop in 
comparison to the shapes of Chalkidice workshop and we can conclude that they follow 
the same types. We studied the iconography of the local Chalkidice workshop, and we 
concluded that the painters and potters of the Chalkidice workshop followed the same 
iconographic themes as in the Attic repertory. To exemplify, depictions of young 
athletes, himation youths, busts of women’s heads, figures of Eros, mythic creatures 
such as griffins, animals, satyrs, and maenads were all themes depicted upon red-figure 
pottery and attributed to the workshop of Chalkidice. Moreover, scenes of women who 
were preparing for their wedding day and at the same time, scenes of women’s 
everyday life along with the figure of Eros, frame the depiction of vases and give 
information about the role of women in the ancient world, which was limited not only 
to housekeeping but also as potentially priests of deities. The second role gave them the 
independency which they did not have in other aspects of their lives168. 
 However, the finds were not found only at the city of Olynthos but also in other 
areas. The city of Torone is one of them. In addition, we can assume that historical 
 
166 McPhee 1981, 297, Olynthos, V, Olynthos XIII 
167 Nevvet 2020, 28 
168 McPhee 1981, 298,299 
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events between Olynthos and Athens led the local potters to produce their own pottery. 
In 432 BC the city of Olynthos along with the other cities of the Chalcidian league had 
revolted against the second Athenian alliance and declared an independence. In 
addition, in 432 BC it became the seat of the Chalkidian league, which was formed at the 
instigation of Perdiccas, king of the Macedonians, resulting in the relocation of several 
Chalkidians from neighboring settlements. 
Although, during the Peloponnesian war Olynthos became again an ally of 
Athens until 348 BC, when Philip the second destroyed the city169. The well-known 
Athenian orator and politician Demosthenes uttered his Olynthian speeches, urging his 
city to send aid to Olynthos. But when the main Athenian power arrived, Olynthos fell 
treacherously into the hands of Philip in 348 BC170.  
Even though the Attic workshop of Kerameikos used to trade the pottery in the 
Chalkidice peninsula, local workshops have been created. To exemplify Chalkidian local 
potters or even Athenian potters who had immigrated to Chalkidice started to produce 
the same shapes imitating the Athenian repertory, not only in shapes but also in the 
iconography. At the same time, they used the clay of Chalkidice which had some specific 
sediments 171. To exemplify the clay of Chalkidice peninsula is duller, has a lighter 
orange, and contained mica which was evidence of origin of the vases172. To begin with, 
the edifice of vases is distinguishable from those of the Attic Kerameikos. In addition, 
the clay is poorer in quality in contrast to the Athenian clay. It is hard and has numerous 
flecks of mica which are gold. After the clay was burned it created a reddish yellow color 
which was distinguishable. Also, a dull black glaze characterizes the Chalkidic vases173. 
Numerous early 4th century BC red-figure vases had been found by Robinson. The clay 
was from Olynthos but the technique was Athenian. So, we can assume that Attic 
trained craftsmen immigrated to the city of Olynthos and had created their own 
workshop or workshops in the Chalkidice peninsula174. 
 
169 Thucydides ii 70 
170 Olbrych 2010, 347,348 
171 Macdonald 2015, 159, 163; McPhee 1981, 298; McPhee 2001, 355 
172 McPhee 1981, 277; Akamatis 2020, 27 
173 McPhee 1981, 298 
174 Robinson 1950, 75, Robinson 1993, 91, MacDonald 2015, 166,167  
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Furthermore, it is an interesting fact to mention the potters and painters of the 
workshop of Olynthos. Beazley has named them according to their repertory and they 
deserve mentioning. Ritsos Painter, the painter of Oriental Head, the painter of 
Olynthos 5.141, the painter of Olynthos 5.156, the Bolsal Painter, the painter of 
Olynhtos 5.285175. Furthermore, the Chalkidice vases differ from the Attic red-figure 
pottery in technique.  
 As far as the technique of decoration, relief lines were used to show the details, 
for the decoration of clothing and for objects. The rest of the objects such as wreaths 
and sashes were sometimes painted in white. 
 The production of their own red-figure pottery began in the city of Olynthos in 
the late 5th century BC in order to compete with the imported Attic vases. One of the 
most famous painters of his era from the workshop at Chalkidice was the Ritsos Painter. 
The Ritsos Painter worked at the end of 5th century BC. The subjects of the Ritsos Painter 
had the characteristic themes of Satyrs, and Maenads176. 
 The next important painter of the workshop of Chalkidice was the painter of 
Oriental Head. This painter had various characteristic subjects which distinguished him 
from the others of his era. Subjects including heads of Oriental figures and the figure of 
Eros were some of them. The secondary subject motifs which he used was an egg 
pattern motif which usually decorating the rim. Below the main scene a wave pattern, 
just below the figure of the youth on the reverse, is depicted177. 
 The painter of the Oriental Head had been clearly influenced by the Attic red-
figure vases. Characteristic examples are the mantle youths on the reverse which clearly 
imitated the mantle figure of the Attic kraters178. 
 The next painter is the Painter of Olynthos 5.141 (skyphoi n. 4-7, 9-15, oinochoai 
49,51, lebetes gamikoi 57-66, pelike 71, 72 and hydria n. 108). The subjects dealt with 
are athletes, trainers, naked youths and women holding a thyrsus, the symbol of 
 
175 Beazley, J.D 1963,  
176 McPhee 1981, 299 
177 McPhee 1981, 299 
178 McPhee 1981, 299 
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Dionysus. The figure of a deity such as Eros is a very lovely theme upon his labetes 
gamikoi. More specifically upon his vases he had specific themes. For example, on 
skyphos he had depictions of athletes and trainers, women, and Eros. As for the 
adjuncts motif of the painter, he dealt with stelae, circular objects, trainer staffs, black 
dots, striping decorating on the sash, dot rows and triple dot clusters. Also, other lovely 
adjuncts motive are palmettes and spiral tendrils usually decorating the handles of the 
vases on skyphoi and lebetes gamikoi. In addition, other particularly characteristic 
elements of this painter are heart-shaped petals, spirals and pendant leaves179. 
 The painter could not be inspired from Attic red-figure vases of 390-370 BC. To 
exemplify the skyphoi of Painter of Olynthos 5.141 had specific influence from Attic 
skyphos of first and second quarter of the 4th century BC. Similar examples existed on 
the Fat Boy group and more specifically in the combination of an athlete along with 
mantle youths is a characteristic of both the early skyphoi and oinochoai of this 
group180.  
 The subjects that the Painter of Olynthos 5.156 (fig. 16-22, 46a, 50, 54, 83, 87, 
96) dealt with are athletes who were holding strigils, heads of griffins and horses, 
confronting female heads and the figure of Eros. Furthermore, confinement range 
subjects of the Painter have as themes mantle youths holding a discus in front of an 
altar and as far as concerns the complementary decoration, a dotted cross usually 
appeared. In addition, the depiction of the head of a goddess was a lovely theme of the 
painter. The heads usually wear a sakkos which depicted Arimasps. Rarely, swans, busts 
of horses, the figure of Eros, goats, and griffin busts appeared. Complementary motifs of 
these depictions are black stripes which attribute schematically, diagonal lines, dots and 
palmettes. Leaf fan petals, spirals and cycle dots at the heads also frame the 
depiction181. 
 To conclude, the Painter of Olynthos 5.156 introduced new decorative themes 
which were not found from the Attic Kerameikos. Themes such as busts of griffins and 
 
179 McPhee 1981, 299 
180 McPhee 1981, 301 
181 McPhee 1981, 302 
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female heads were introduced. The pottery from painter 5.156 can be dated at the end 
of 4th century BC182. 
The next painter, the Painter of Olynthos 5.285 (fig. 80, 81) had various subjects 
depicted. Themes which deal with Dionysus, Maenads, women, Ariadne, and animals 
such as ducks are some of them. Complementary elements such as handle floral motifs, 
double palmettes, spiral tendrils and secondary motifs of a heart of the upper palmette 
vertical lines and dots are floral ornaments all framed in the main depiction183. 
 Based on iconographical elements we can estimate the date to the second 
quarter and middle of the 4th century BC. Moreover, the Attic influence of the painter is 
distinguishable upon n. 80.  
 A male seated Dionysus between the female figures was influenced by 
decoration of the Apoulian pottery. So too was the hydria decoration by the Painter of 
Olynthos 5.285 was probably influenced by the Apoulian workshop. Also, the scenes of 
moving figures are a very common theme of the Tarporley Painter in Apoulia184. 
 Characteristic examples are Naples 2094 (in n. 81378) and other examples in 
which the depiction of a woman and maenads is a common subject as well as on the 
Salonica hydria. The specific characteristics of the drawing of the maenads and women 
as well the peploi with stripes and wavy hem are similar to the Painter of Hoppin, Lece 
Truro and Dijon who worked at the 380-360 BC. The hydria of Thessaloniki is also dated 
at the second quarter of the 4th century BC, so the influence of the Apulian workshop 
couldn’t be decisive185.   
One of the most interesting Painters was the Bolsal painter (fig. 23, 88, 95, 129, 
131). The repertory of this Painter had an Oriental influence. To exemplify, heads of 
griffins had Oriental origin. In addition, athletes and woman, and the figures of Eros are 
some of his subjects. Supplementary motifs are wavy locks and curls over the forehead. 
Some examples of his work can be found on skyphos n. 1 and on Bolsal n. 1 in which 
 
182 McPhee 1981, 302 
183 McPhee 1981, 306 
184 McPhee 1981, 306 
185 McPhee 1981, 304 
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mantle figures are depicted. As far as the supplementary motifs palmettes and wavy 
outlines can be found on n. 1, 1 and n. 3 of his work. Based on similarity with the Painter 
of Olynthos 5.156 his pottery can be dated at the second quarter of the 4th century BC. 
To conclude one more vase has been attributed to Bolsal Painter because of the 
decoration that follows such as enclosed palmettes and animals which have been 
painted using a black glazed technique186.  
Furthermore, the short-lived and intense influence from attic modeled red-figure 
pottery at Chalkidice began in the last quarter of the 5th century BC. It may have been an 
effort to replace the imported Attic pottery in the city of Olynthos, which was drastically 
reduced for a while after the rebellion against Athens and the city detachment of Delian 
league in 432 BC. Definitely, any kind of trade was influenced by good or bad relations 
with the city of Athens but also with other areas. However, it should be noted that the 
promotion of Attic vessels to the markets of Aegean and Mediterranean was mainly due 
to initiatives of the traders and was not always related with political relationships of 
Athens and the areas exporting the pottery. Although in periods with good relationships 
between the Macedonian kingdom and the city of Athens wood, wheat, peltry and 
fleece, wine and metals were imported from the north. At the same time, the Athenian 
ships along with oil, used to transfer vases as supplemented exported shipments. 
Concerning the north East Aegean, we should have in mind that many colonies existed 
which had been created in the East Aegean and the short see routes. Equal significance 
is also one more parameter. Besides that, of the trade of products was also the 
movement of artists and specialist craftsmen187.  
 To begin with, as we know from the historical background of the classical era 
well known artists and poets from the Greek world were invited and worked in the 
kingdom of ancient Macedonia. However, already from the 8th century BC and beyond 
or even from the time of the first colonization, movement of craftsmen from cities of 
southern Greece can be traced. Those artists immigrated not only to the colonies but 
also to the other areas of the northern Aegean. Craftsmen from Euboea were located in 
different areas of Chalkidice and the Thermaic gulf. Parians and Ionians were located on 
 
186 McPhee 1981, 305, 306 
187 Macdonald 1981, 160, 163-166; Romniopoulou 2008, 171-173 
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the island of Thasos. Corinthians at Thermi- Karabournaki and possibly Athenians in the 
interior of the Thermaic gulf188. 
 Questions have risen as to the date when the Chalkidice red-figure imitations 
began to be produced. However, the production of local red-figure vases is dated from 
the end of the 5th and mainly to the first half of 4th century BC. This evidence shows us 
that the production of red-figure pottery before 410-400 BC, if it even existed, was 
isolated and occasional. The workshop of Chalkidice still remained unknown and we are 
not sure if it was in the city of Olynthos or in other cities of the Chalkidice peninsula. 
However, the strongest suggestion of researchers is the one that points out that the 
workshop of Olynthos was located at the city of Olynthos189.  
The end of local red-figure pottery coincides with the destruction of Olynthos in 
348 BC as none of the red-figure vases was dated after the middle of the 4th century BC. 
Despite this, new evidence is coming from excavations and new publications which 
might show us that the Chalkidice black-glaze pottery, as the red-figure, continued to be 
produced even to the third quarter of the 4th century BC. This might also prove, the 
existence of more than one workshop not only at the city of Olynthos but also in the 
area of Chalkidice190.  
 Another factor worth taking into consideration is the trade networking of 
Chalkidian potters and painters and the specific routes that the ancient potters and 
painters used to use in order to compete with the Athenian red figure vases. Along 
which sea roads and along which land paths were selected in order to have a safe 
journey? Ancient roads reveal when new red-figured vases were discovered, and new 
evidence lights this historical period of the ancient world. 
 War always creates new ways of life for the people. The biggest war in the 
ancient Greek world was the Peloponnesian war. That is why after the end of the war 
new circumstances had been created for the craftsmen of the Attic workshops. Potters 
 
188 Tiverios 2008, 1-6; Thomas 2010, 69; Drougou 2019, 140, 141, 
189 Macdonald 2015, 164,165, Romnioupoulou 2008, 172, Macfee 1981, 297  
190 Macfee 1981, 298 
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and Painters thought that a new life would be better for them if they immigrated. So 
new destinations had to be sort by them. 
 Thurii, Taras, Syracuse, Olympia, Corinth, Smyrna and the city of Olynthos were 
some of the new cities that these craftsmen decide to spread their knowledge by 
creating new workshops191. The new workshops which had been created followed the 
rules of the Attic workshops because this was the knowledge that they knew on how to 
create a red-figure vase. However, the material which was used was always local. New 
competition against the Athenian workshops had just been created by the old teachers 
themselves. The technique and the style were the same as the Athenian pottery.  
 Banquets and burials were the primary reasons which led the cities of Chalkidice 
to import Athenian red-figure-pottery vases. The popularity of imitated Athenian vases 
increased in the areas of Pydna, Veroia, Torone and Pella and of course in the city of 
Olynthos in which numerous red-figure vases have been found192.  
 Athenian workshops tried to compensate for this downturn in trade by exporting 
their vases to Africa, France and even to Spain where kraters of the Athenian workshop 
have been found inside graves and dated to the 4th century BC193. Household and then 
funerary usage. Indeed, the fact that these vases had ritual usage such as the libation, 
can be recognized by a hole which was located at the bottom of the vase, showing how 
significant it was for everyday use and also for ritual activities. But who were the potters 
and painters that Chalkidian craftsmen had imitated? Based on the technique and also 
based on iconography they replicated the following painters. To begin with the painter 
of Eretria who immigrated and lived in the area of Chalkidice and Thessaloniki at the end 
of 5th century BC194. 
 Another significant Painter was the Kadmos Painter who was very well-known in 
the area of Ancient Macedonia of Greece, since several vases of his workshop have been 
found in Macedonia195. 
 
191 MacDonald 2015, 166 
192 Romniopoulou 2008, 172  
193 Kogioumtzi 2012, 8 
194 Tsonaka 2019, 508, Romiopoulou 2008, 172  
195 Tsonaka 2019, 510 
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 While the workshops which continued to imitate the Attic gradually increased in 
the 4th century BC, Group G was one of the most significant until the end of the 4th 
century BC. The workshop of Olynthos in Chalkidice and more specifically the Painter of 
Olynthos 5.141, 5.156 and 5.185 used to imitate Group G, combined with symbolic 
decoration they created the most suitable shape for the workshop to imitate. New 
markets for the Chalkidice workshop had been created.  
 In addition, in the area of ancient Dorikos which is today called Isal Marinci after 
excavations had been contracted in the area of necropolis, a few vases belonging to the 
Chalkidice workshop have been found. This supports that a trade-network existed with 
the tribes of the north in the 4th century BC196. So, the Vardar valley was a land route 
which was used to trade with the north.  
 Additional information concerning the finds of red-figure vases discovered in the 
city of Olynthos can be added. To begin with, from the last quarter of the 5th century BC 
until the 4th century BC numerous specimens or even whole vases have been found. The 
places where they have been found are mainly various areas of the city and inside the 
graves. Moreover, Bell-krater was the second exquisite shape which was produced by 
the workshop of Chalkidice. 69 Specimens have been found in the city of Olynthos. 
These were vases used for banquets, and only one of them has been found used as an 
offering inside a grave197. 
 The decorative themes of Chalkidice workshop are scenes of banquets, 
grypomachy, Dionysiac scenes, and on the obverse, mantle youths. The production of 
Chalkidice workshop can be identified by the numerous bell-kraters in the city of 
Olynthos. Also, the shape of skyphos has been found at the settlement and attributed to 
Ritsos and Olynthos Painters. These Painters used to imitate the art of Z. Meleargos of 
Marsyas painter, and of Z Lena in the first and second half of the 4th century BC. Also, 
the shape of skyphos by Olynthos 5.141 clearly imitated the Group of Fat boy- Group198. 
 
196 Sanev 2013, 3 
197 Tsonaka 2019, 509-512 
198 Tsonaka 2019, 509-512 
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 The shape of pyxis and lekanis were found more rarely, at the cemetery. 
However, 52 specimens have been found at the settlements. The Chalkidice workshop 
imitated the Group of Otchet, the Group of nuptial lekanis, and Group of lekanis of 
Viena199. The Chalkidic painter who imitated the Attic ones was the Painter of Olynthos 
5.152 with one example a lid of lekanis and one lid pf pyxis type D. 
 Despite the fact that pelike was a funerary shape only 3 examples of red figure 
have been found at the cemetery. While 24 examples have been discovered at the 
settlement. The painter of Olynthos used to imitate the group of Griffins from the Attic 
artists. Also, the Painter of Olynthos 5.156 has 4 examples and there are two belonging 
to the painter of Olynthos 5.285200. 
 In addition, 21 lebetes gamikoi have been found in the city of Olynthos of which 
15 had been produced by the local Chalkidic workshop and were illustrated with 
wedding and female world depictions. The painter of Olynthos 5.141 has 9 examples 
which can be attributed to him and another 3 belong to Z. of Olynthos 5.156. Lebes 
gamikos were used for banquets or ritual activities201.  
 Rarer, is the shape of askos which has been found only at the settlements of the 
city. The head of a woman with sakkos and swans was a usual depicted subject. The 
painter who created these shapes in the workshop of Chalkidice was the Z. painter of 
Olynthos 5.156202.  
 Four oinochoai have been found at the settlement and attributed to the painter 
of Olynthos 5.141 and three to the painter of Olynthos 5.156. Also, the rarest shape of 
epichysis have been found and attributed to the painter of Olynthos 5.156. Similar 
examples from Apoulia in South Italy have been discovered. From the city of Olynthos 
also have been found the shape of epichysis which did not belong to the red-figure 
period, but it was unpainted. This evidence shows us that a trade network existed 
between the workshop of Chalkidice and the Apoulian workshops until the end of 4th 
century BC. 
 
199 Tsonaka 2019, 512 
200 Tsonaka 2019, 513 
201 Tsonaka 2019, 514 
202 Tsonaka 2019, 515 
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 Bell-krater and lids of lekanis have been found in a neighboring city of Olynthos, 
the city of Stageira. The red-figure vases were located at the settlement and it is clearly 
from local workshop based on the sentiments of the clay203. 
 From the first half of the 4th century BC, a few examples of red-figure vases in the 
hostile city of Torone have been found. The shape of bell red-figure krater was the most 
popular at this period (4th century BC).  
 Another lovely, shape was skyphos. Many examples from the 4th century BC have 
been found. The painter Z of Olynthos 5.156 was one of the local craftsmen. The shape 
of lekanis has 30 specimens which can be attributed to the local workshop. 18 examples 
of the shape of askos can be attribute to the local workshop from the end of the 5th 
century BC until the first half of the 4th century BC. 
 Through the 4th century the Chalkidian league was a powerful military and navy 
power. The league wanted to conquer new lands to the west and even to conquer the 
whole region of Thrace. The uniform State of the league was a fact. Each city was 
individual but at the same time was a part of the League and followed the same laws 
and civil rights. The residents had the privilege of owning a house, the privilege to be 
free, to work and to marry. The financial and cultural development of the Chalkidian 
League created new workshops in the Chalkidice peninsula204. 
 Even though the Chalkidice workshop imitated and had as a role model the Attic 
Kerameikos, it succeeded in creating its own unique artifacts which can be found in the 
area of ancient Macedonia as in the city of Pella, the capital of Macedonian Kingdom, 
and to the north in ancient Doberos which is called Isar Marvinci today.  
 The new routes that had been created were used by merchants and shipowners 
from Olynthos who travelled along with the red-figure vases. That led them to be 




203 Tsonaka 2019, 515, Sismanidis 1993, 443 fig 18, Sismanidis 1994, 282, Sismanidis 1995, 389 
Sismanidis 1996, 295 fig. 15. Sismanidis 477 fig. 4 
204 Romniopoulou 2008, 173-175 
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 Catalogue  
 
Skyphoi  
1. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 241  
Description: A. Satyr seated and maenad standing  
B: The same  
Vase-painter: The Ritsos Painter   
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 298, n. 1  
 
2. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 1369 from Olynthos  
Description: A. Satyr seated and maenad standing  
B. The same 
Vase-painter: The Ritsos Painter   
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 298, n. 2 pl.  49 and B. BCH 94 (1970) 425 and 431, fig 66B. 
16941970,425, fig. 62,66b.   
 
3. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 862 (5.73.118), fr., from Olynthos 
Description: A seated sportsman 
Vase-painter: The Ritsos Painter   
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 298, n. 3, Olynthos V, pl. 73, 118 
 
4. Inv. number/provenance: Oxford 1973.963 
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Description: A. Sportsman with strigil, and a trainer, at a stele  
B. The same 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 1, pl. s 49ef, Zaphiropoulou 1970,423, fig. 61 
 
5. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 1349, from Olynthos  
Description: A. Mantle youth and athlete holding javelins at a stele 
B. Athlete with strigil and seated sportsman 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 2, pl.  50B.c, d, BCH 94 (1970) 423 and 4BA, 
Zaphiropoulou 1970, 431, fig 66  
 
6. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 1487  
Description: A. A naked boy seated and a female running to right holding a sash  
B. Youth riding a horse 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 3  
 
7. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 10319  
Description: A. A sportsman holding a strigil and a female holds a phiale with thyrsus at 
a stele  
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B. A sportsman holding a strigil and a female holds a phiale, at a stele. The objects in the 
field here and on the following skyphos are aryballoi. 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 4  
 
8. Inv. number/provenance: M.Th. 10320  
Description: A. A woman brings a plate of offerings to a female figure who sitting on a 
cube, in the background an eagle 
B. Woman with a cup in her right hand and a diadem on her head. Raises the left hand 
to the chin. Young man in a chlamys, spears, sandals, and a diadem on his head. In the 
background above a wreath.  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos   
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Giouri 1972, p. 9,10, n. 1,2 
 
9. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 10321 
Description: A. Young man holding phiale, woman holding thyrsus. Between them, stele  
B. Trainer and naked boy holding phiale and sash  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 5 pl.  50e, f 
 
10. Inv. number/provenance: Bundoora (Melbourne), La Trobe University Department 
of Art History, 79.03, ex London market (christies) 
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Description: A. A sportsman to right holding a strigil and a white fillet, and a young girl 
to left holding a phiale at a stele  
B. A sportsman wearing a himation draped over a stick, and a young girl with a phiale. 
The phiale on A contains white objects. And aryballos in the field on both sides. Above 
the stele on A  
B. And in the filed-on B a pair of halteres  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 6 pl. s 51A.B.c  
 
11. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 10325  
Description: A. Female with phiale  
B. Eros standing to left, right leg raised on a rock  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 7  
 
12. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.108 (5.106.181), from Olynthos 
Description: Α. Athlete and mantle figure, at a stele  
B. Sportsman to left, stele at the center, foot of figure standing to right 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 8, Olynthos V, pl.106:181 
 
13.  Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 1351 (ex Ritsos) from Olynthos (?)  
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Description: A. lampadedromia: Mantle man holding torch, and a runner 
B. The same  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299; n. 9, BCA 94 1970, 431 fig. 66a and b 
 
14. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros, Lambropoulos collection 
Description: A. Centauromachy. Centaur ready to hit with rock a hoplite in a stance of 
defense 
B. Runner at the starting point and mantle youth holding a strigil 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299,300 n. 10, Petsas 1967, pl. 27b 
 
15. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 1352 (ex Ritsos), from Olynthos  
Description: A. A mantle youth to right holding a thyrsos  
B. Youth wearing a himation holding a thyrsos 
Vase-painter: Manner of the Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302 n. 30, Zaphiropoulou 1970, 429 and 432  
 
16. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 247 
Description: A. Athlete and mantle youth, at a stele  
B. Two mantle youths  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
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Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302 n. 1  
17. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 252 
Description: A. Mantle man holding a discus  
B. Mantle youth  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302 n. 2  
 
18. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 246  
Description: A. Woman’s head  
B. Mantle male figure  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302 n. 3  
 
19. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 10324  
Description: A. Woman’s head  
B. Woman’s head to left 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302 n. 4  
 
20. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 1350 (ex Ritsos), from Olynthos (?)  
Description: A. Mantle woman, and female bust 
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B. Bust of a griffin and a female head wearing a sakkos 
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302 n. 5 pl.  52A.c, BCH 94 1970 427 and 431c  
 
21. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 13.131.4, fr., from Olynthos  
Description: Head of a griffin  
Vase-painter: Manner of the Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302 n. 36, Olynthos XIII, pl.131:4 
 
22. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.160 (5.124-275), fr., from Olynthos 
Description: Α. Two confronted women’s heads wearing a sakkos on their heads  
Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 304 n. 37, Olynthos V, pl. 124:275 
 
23. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 237 
Description: A. Confronted heads of a woman and a griffin  
B. A sportsman and a woman 
Vase-painter: The Bolsal Painter 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 305 n. 1 
 
24. Inv. number/provenance: 8.121 (78.1209). Torone, Isthmus TR1 tr2(6)  
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Description: Head of a youth standing to left, and to right, part of a tendril from the 
floral below one handle 
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 390-360 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 382, pl.61 
 
25 Inv. number/provenance: 8.122 (78.604) Torone Isthmus, T3 tr1 (3) B8, TR3 trl (3) B5  
Description: Lotus offshoot from handle-floral, and a feline crouching to right, left 
foreleg raised; in the lower, the back of the head of a woman wearing a Phrygian cap, 
also a plant is depicted 
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 378, fig. 59; pl. 61 
 
26. Inv. number/provenance: 8.123 (76.247) Torone Istmus, TR1 tr2 (1) 
Description: At the rim, a band of egg-pattern. Below this, part of a spiral, probably from 
a handle floral  
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 378, fig.59; pl.61 
 
27. Inv. number/provenance: 8.124 (75.86), TR1 tr1 (5) 
Description: -  
Vase-painter: -   
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 378, fig.59; pl. 61 
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28. Inv. number/provenance: 8.129 (78.1391) Not illustrated Torone TR3 tr1 (3) B17  
Description: What remains is the right side of a figure standing to right, dressed in a 
himation the two vertical lines represent the edge of the overfall  
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 425-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 379  
 
29.Inv. number/provenance: 8.130 (78.186) Torone Isthmus, TR3 tr2 (2)  
Description: A the himation is appearing, with two-fold-lines, of a mantle male figure 
standing to left. In addition, a part of the handle- palmette is shown 
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 379 
 
30. Inv. number/provenance: 8.131 78.1355 pl.62, Torone TR4 tr2 (1)379 
Description: Parts of five leaves of a palmette 
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 379, pl. 62 
 
31. Inv. number/provenance: 8.133 (78.1509) Torone pl.62 380 Isthmus, Tr3 tr1(3) B8  
Description: At the left, the bottom right end of a piece of drapery to the right, a sash, 
with the decorated hem at the lower break  
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
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Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 380, pl. 62 
 
32. Inv. number/provenance: 8.134 (78.818) Torone pl. 62  
Isthmus, R3 tr1 (3) B8  
Description: Body of a male figure dressed in a n himation decorated with wave pattern 
at the diagonal upper left side of the figure, and the drapery to the right of this might be 
the himation wrapped around to the left arm   
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 380, pl. 62 
 
33. Inv. number/provenance: 8.135 (75.126) Torone Tr1 tr 1 (4)  
Description: At the left is part of the himation of a mantle figure standing to left. At the 
right, an unidentified reserved area is depicted   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Vase-painter: -   
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 380 
 
34. Inv. number/provenance: 8.136 (75.481) Structure 1, Torone TR1 tr4b (2)  
Description: At the upper break, a horizontal line, and the bottom of one egg from the 
egg-pattern below the rim. Below this at the left, the upper part of a tendril of the 
handle floral is depicted  
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 380  
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35. Inv. number/provenance: 8.138 (18.164) Torone. Isthmus, TR2 tr1 (3a)  
Description: At the left, the tips of the leaves of a palmette below one handle; to the 
right, part of the himation of a mantle figure standing to right, part of the right a zigzag 
strip down the edge of the garment  
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 380,381  
 
36. Inv. number/provenance: 8.139 (75.195) Torone. Structure 1, TR1 tr1 (6)  
Description: At the left, the tips of the leaves of a palmette below one handle; to the 
right, part of the himation of a draped figure standing to right, part of the right a zigzag 
strip down the edge of the garment. At the lower break part of a mantle man who 
standing to the left side, and at the right part of a palmette is depicted 
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 381  
 
37. Inv. number/provenance: 8.140 (75.195)  
Torone. Structure 1, TR1 tr1 (6)  
Description: At the left, leaves of a palmette bellow on handle. At the right, part of the 
himation worn by a figure standing to right 
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 381  
 
38. Inv. number/provenance: 8.141 (76.394) 
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Torone. Structure 3, TR13 (4)  
Description: Heart and some leaves of a handle-palmette  
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 375-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 381, PAE 1977, pl. 75a  
 
39. Inv. number/provenance: 8.146 (78.315) Torone. Isthmus, TR1 tr115  
Description: Curving relief line and at least three rows of added white flecks, perhaps 
parts of two wings  
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 425-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 382 pl. 62 
 
40. Inv. number/provenance: 8.147 (78.674)  
Torone. Isthmus, TR2 tr1 (5a)  
Description: A figure moving to right  
 Vase-painter: -   
Date: 425-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 382 Not illustrated  
 
41. Inv. number/provenance: 8.148 (75.684)  
Torone. Gate Area. TR2 tr4 (1)  
Description: An unidentifiable reserved area remains on the outside 
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 400-350 BC 
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Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 382  
 
42. Inv. number/provenance: ΑΜΘ 1311 
Description: Women in front of a duck which stands in front of a leaf plant. To the right 
another female figure who holds a branch with leaves  
B. Two women stretching their hands. The female figure at the left holding a wreath and 
at the right hand a strip. Between them, a plant is shown   
Vase-painter: Painter of the Eretria Cup 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Kefalidou, Avronidaki 2019,117, fig. 1,2 
 
43. Inv. number/provenance: ΑΜΘ 10322 
Description: A. Satyr holding a stick and woman holding a wreath  
B. Two women  
Vase-painter: Painter of the Eretria Cup 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Kefalidou, Avronidaki 2019, 118, fig.3,4 
 
44. Inv. number/provenance: ΑΜΠ-Λ710 
Description: Α: Two women, one opposite the other  
B. The same  
Vase-painter: Painter of the Eretria Cup 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Kefalidou, Avronidaki 2019, 119 fig.6 
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45. Inv. number/provenance: ΑΜΠ-Λ710 
Description: A. Two women  
B. The same  
Vase-painter: Painter of the Eretria Cup 
Bibliography: Kefalidou, Avronidaki 2019, 122 fig.9,10 
 
46. Inv. number/provenance:  
Description: A. Dimitra. Triptolemos. Iachos or Eumolpus 
B. Dimitra. Persephone 
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Giouri 1972, p. 6 
 
46 a. Inv. number/provenance: 36650 Given by D. Fotopoulos 1997. Bought on the 
Athens Market in the 1970s  
Description: A. Two male figures, standing one across the other. The figure at the left is 
naked while the other wearing a himation. They are standing in front of an altar. The 
naked youth is holding a diskus, four dots and a cross depicting upon it. The mantle 
figure projecting his head probably holding a fillet. Egg-pattern motif decorating the rim, 
palmettes, and spiral motifs decorating the depiction 
B. The same   
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 375-350 BC 
Bibliography: Sabetai 2006, p. 75 plate 74 fig. 4 and 7 
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46b. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Polygiros, Lambropoulos 
collection 
Description: A. A mantle figure holding a strigil confronted with a youth, between the 
figures an altar  
B: At the left a young male naked figure holding a javelin, at the right a male figure 
wearing a himation holding a strigil  
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 375-350 BC 
Bibliography: Aktseli 2014, 84 fig. 32 
Kotyle  
47. Inv. number/provenance: London B.M. 1955.4-18.1 Olynthos ex Sotheby, Sale Cat.14 
February 1955, lot 61. Late pl.  51d,f  
Description: Seated young woman with Eros  
B. A seated young woman with Eros  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 20 
 
Oinochoai 
48. Inv. number/provenance: London Market Christies     
Description: Woman running, holding sash with her left hand, phiale and sash with her 
right       
Vase-painter: -  
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 28   
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49. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 2703, from Nea Syllata  
Description: Eros running to right holding a tray     
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: A Delt 19 1964, pl.60 a-b,d, McPhee 1981, 300, n. 27  
 
50. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 327 from Olynthos 
Description: Woman head wearing the phrygian cap and a bust of a horse  
Vase-painter: Manner of the Painter of Olynthos 5.156   
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 304, n. 35, Olynthos V, pl. 122, fig. 269 
 
51. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.76 from Olynthos  
Description: A young boy without his clothes running to right, near a stele    
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141 
Date: 4th century BC    




52. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 10306  
Description: A. Woman head wearing the phrygian cap along with the figure of Eros  
B. A mantle youth       
Vase-painter: The painter of the Oriental head   
Date: 4th century BC    
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Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n.1, fig. 49c and d 
 
53. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 244 
Description: A. Head of Oriental, and Eros  
B. A youth wearing a himation      
Vase-painter: The painter of the Oriental head    
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 299, n. 2 
 
54. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 477 (5.104.162), frr, from Olynthos or Mekyberna  
Description: Α. Two goats confronted 
B. Athlete and a mantle youth holding a diskus at an altar      
Vase-painter: The painter Olynthos 5.156     
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n 19, Olynthos V, pl. 104:162, Olynthos XIII, pl. 133: 
204a13 
 
55. Inv. number/provenance: 8.31 (75.82) Torone. Structure 1, TR1 trl (5).  
Description: At the right, the side of a male figure and a part of this himation  
Vase-painter: -    
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 364, n – 
 
56. Inv. number/provenance: 8.54 (75.14) Torone, TR1 tr1 topsoil  
Description: Black handle stubs  
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Vase-painter: -        




57. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 265 Not illustrated 
Description: A. Eros flying to right holding phiale and sash  
B. A female figure flying to right holding box and sash. No image     
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 11  
 
58. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 34-33 332 (13.115-197c) and f from Olynthos 
Description: A. A seated female figure holding phiale and fabric  
B. Eros flying to right    
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 12, Olynthos XIII, pl. 115: 197c.f 
 
59. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.98 (5.106.171), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: A naked figure walking to right    
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 13, Olynthos V, pl. 106:171 
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60. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.99 (5.106.172) from Olynthos  
Description: The god Eros flying to left. Also, a foot, and hem of dress, of a female  
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 14, Olynthos V, p. 135 pl. 106:172  
 
61. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.102 (5.106.175), from Olynthos 
Description: A. Part of female figure to left 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 15, Olynthos V, pl. 106:175 
 
62. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.104 (5.106.177) from Olynthos  
Description: Α. Legs and wing- tips of Eros flying to left 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 16, Olynthos V, 106: 177 
 
63. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.107 (5.106.180 from Olynthos) 
Description: A. Legs of male figure walking to right 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141 
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 17, Olynthos V, pl.106.180 
 
64. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.183 (5.135-309), from Olynthos 
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Description: Α. Part of a female figure to left 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141 
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 18, Olynthos V, pl. 135: 309, Olynthos XIII, pl. 128:4 
   
65. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.185 5.135-311 from Olynthos  
Description: A feet and drapery of a woman to left  
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 19, Olynthos V, pl. 135: 311 
 
66. Inv. number/provenance: 40. 8.155 (75.123) Torone. Gate Area. TR1 tr1,  
Description: Part of the tongue-pattern the tongues are separated by relief lines on the 
shoulder of the vase 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.141 
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 383 
 
67. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.101 (5.106.174), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: A. Two mantle figures at an altar 
B. Two mantle figures at a pillar 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 6, Olynthos V, pl.106:174Β. Olynthos XIII, pl.125:3 
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68. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 38.525, fr., from Olynthos 
Description: Mantle figure  
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC     
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 7, Olynthos XIII, pl. 121c 
 
69. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 68. (5.100156) from Olynthos 
Description: Two mantle figures in front of an altar is depicted. The left figure is holding 
a diskus which is decorate it with four dots and a cross at the center. Secondary motifs 
of palmettes, spirals also is shown 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 8, pl. 52d, g 
 
69 a. Inv. number/provenance: Isar Marvinci 1996 fig. 6a excavated from a male burial 
grave 216. 
Description: A woman’s bust wearing a sakkos, a stylized natural motif and spirals 
decorating the depictions  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC  
Bibliography: Sanev 2017, 335, fig. 6a 
Pelikai  
70. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 39 (5.83-138), from Olynthos  
Description: A. Standing Eros with phiale and a seated woman 
B. Two mantle boys at a stele  
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Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.141 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 24, Olynthos V, pl.83:138  
 
71. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.89 (5.99-158), fr, from Olynthos  
Description: Α. Mantle boy holding a stick, and a woman wearing a sakkos to the left 
B. - 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.141 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 25, Olynthos V, pl. 99:158 
 
72. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 316 (5.85.141), from Olynthos  
Description: Α. Woman holding a kanoun, and naked youth holding a thyrsus  
B. Youth holding a thyrsus, and a woman  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.141 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 26, Olynthos XIII, pl. 69:52, Olynthos XIII, 107, n. 52A 
pl.  69, Olynthos V pl. 85,141 
 
73. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.90 (5.102.159), fr. From Olynthos 
Description: Α. Athlete with discus, and mantle boy  
B The same  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
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Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 13, Olynthos V, pl. 102; One fr. Of B. Olynthos XIII, pl 
125:Ι.  
 
74. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 356 (5.121.268), from Olynthos, 
Description: A. Heads of griffin and Arimasp, confronted  
B. Two mantle youths  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 14, Olynthos V, pl 121: 268 
 
75. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 169 (5.103.160), fr, from Olynthos 
Description: Α. A mantle youth and a female head  
B. Mantle youth 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 15, Olynthos V, pl.103: 160 
 
76. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 175 (5.120.267), from Olynthos 
Description: Α. Head of horse and a woman  
B. Confronted heads of a woman and a griffin  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 16, Olynthos V, pl. 120: 267 
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77. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 38.377 (13.120.202a), fr., from Olynthos 
Description: A. Athlete holding a strigil 
B. Mantle youths; the left one holds a strigil 
Vase-painter: Manner of the painter of the painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 33, Olynthos XIII, pl.120: 202 a 
 
78. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 34-67 (13.7052), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: Α. Two mantle youths  
B. The same  
Vase-painter: Manner of the painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 34, Olynthos XIII, pl.70:52 
 
79. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.166 (5.126.285), frr, from Olynthos  
Description: Α. Dionysos on a leopard preceded by maenad and two others 
B. Dionysos and maenad  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.285 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 306, n. 1, Olynthos V pl. 126: 28 
 
80. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 34.113 (13.66.51) from Olynthos  
Description: Dionysos and Ariadne on leopards, with Eros, a maenad, and two satyrs, 
oriental on a griffin preceded by a maenad  
B. An Arimaspian or Oriental is riding  
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Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.285 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 306, n. 2, Olynthos XIII, pl. 66 
 
81. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 38.552, fr., from Olynthos  
A. Dionysos on an animal 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.285  
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 306, n. 3, Olynthos XIII, pl.121k (Not found) 
 
82. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.88 (5.101.157), from Olynthos  
Description: Α. Eros pursuing a woman  
B. Two mantle youths. Outlined palmette under each handle 
Vase-painter: The bolsal painter  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 305, n. 4, Olynthos V, pl. 101: 157  
 
83. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Polygiros, collection of 
Lambropoylos, Λ113 
Description: A. A naked youth holding an alter with a seated mantle figure  
B. Two mantle figures in front of a stele  
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: Aktseli 2014, 84 fig.31 
 
84. Inv. number/provenance: 8.152 (75.687) Torone. Gate Area tr2tr4 fragment from 
the junction of shoulder and neck of a pelike 
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Description: At the lower break, part of a horizontal band of egg-pattern  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 383, n-  
 
85. Inv. number/provenance: 8.154 (75.575). Torone 
Description: Fragment from the lip of a pelike; At the lower left-hand break, the 
beginning of a vertical handle 
Date: 4th century BC 
Vase-painter: - 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 384, n. 59  
 
86. (Bell krater) Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Polygyros, I.12321 
from the cemetery of ancient Akanthou (Ierissos, Halkidiki), tomb 11585 Probably from 
Olynthos  
Description: A scene of weeding of Dionysus with Ariadne on the island of Naxos 
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: Patrikiadou E. 2014, 117,118 fig.134 
 
87. Inv. number/provenance: M.TH 10309 (pelike) 
Description: Α. Woman’s head and griffin 
B. The same 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC 
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Bibliography: Avronidaki and Kefalidou 2018, 35, from the old collection of the 




88. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros, ex Salonica 34.161 (13.84.58), from Olynthos 
Description: Swan and female head 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 17, Olynthos, VIII, pp. 27-98, Olynthos XIII, pl. 84:58 
 
89. Inv. number/provenance: 8.160 (78.430) Torone. Isthmus, TRR tr (4a)  
Description: At the upper break, a zone of egg-pattern; below this, a second zone with a 
lauvel wreath and, at the left, the back of a female head 
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 384, n. 62 
 
90. Inv. number/provenance: 8.164 (78.373 Isthmus, Torone TR2 trl (3) 
Description: Part of the hair and decorated sakkos covering the hair of a woman’s head, 
to left  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 384, n. 63 
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91. Inv. number/provenance: 8.165 (75.733) Torone. Gate Area. Tr4 (2a)  
Description: Head to right and part of arched back of griffin  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 385, n. 63  
 
92. Inv. number/provenance: 8.166 (78.457) Torone. Isthmus, TR1 tr1 (5a)  
Description: A fillet, a palmette and a leaf  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 385 (not illustrated) 
 
93. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki MT 1488 most 
likely from a cemetery from Ormylia of Halkidiki (ancient Sermyli). 
Description: A dog and a hare are depicted on the upper surface of the vessel, on either 
side of the arched handle. The animals run over wavy parts of the ground. A small spiral 
is depicted behind the dog 
Vase-painter: -  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Avronidaki and Kefalidou 2018, 39  
 
Bolsal  
94. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros 243 from Olynthos 
Description: A. Two female heads confronted  
B. Female head  
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Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 18 
 
95. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros, from Olynthos pl.  53 A.c  
Description: A. Woman head wearing a Phrygian cap 
B. Mantle figures 
Vase-painter: The Bolsal Painter  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 305, n. 2, Olynthos V, pl. 123,273 
 
96. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki 10326 
Description: A-B side two facing female heads wearing a sakkos 
Vase-painter: Painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 375-350 BC 
Bibliography: Avronidaki and Kefalidou 37 2018, from the old collection of Thessaloniki, 
lawyer G. Papailiakis 
 
96b. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Polygiros, Lambropoulos 
collection N. Λ 711 
Description: A. Α flying Eros holding a fabric in front of an altar. At the right a female 
figure seating  
B: The same  
Vase-painter:  
Date: 4th century BC 
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97. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros, ex Salonica 8.158 (5.122.270), from Olynthos  
Description: A. Heads of griffin and Arimasp confronted swan and head of woman 
probably is Aphrodite 
B. Woman at an altar  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 20, Olynthos V, pl. 122: 270  
 
Lekanis lid  
98. Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros, ex Salonica 222 (5.111.215), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: A. Eros and female head wearing a sakkos 
B. Flying Eros 
 Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 22, Olynthos V, pl. 111,215 
 
99. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.161 (5.124.276), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: A. Wings of Eros, woman’s head wearing the phrygian cap  
B. A head 
Vase-painter: Manner of the painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
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Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 304, n. 38, Olynthos V, pl.124: 276 
 
100. Inv. number/provenance: 8.172 (78.1708) Torone. Isthmus, TR3 tr1 (3) B5  
Description: Part of the head, left side, left arm and wings of an Eros. Upper part of a 
woman standing to right. She wears a peplos with overfall (black hem) and sphedone  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 386, 387, pl. 64 
 
101. Inv. number/provenance: 8.174 (78.1141) Torone Isthmus, TR1 tr3 (3) sw,  
Description: Eros flying to left  
Vase-painter: -  
Date: 390-360 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 387, pl. 64 
 
102. Inv. number/provenance: 8.175 (76.577) Torone. Isthmus, TR1 tr2 (3)  
 Description: Floral motif and part of two wings 
Vase-painter: -  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 387, pl.64 
 
103. Inv. number/provenance: 8.178 (75.50) Not illustrated Torone Structure 1, TR1 tr1 
(4)  
Description: Egg-pattern on the edge  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC 
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Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 387, pl.64 
 
104. Inv. number/provenance: 8.180 (78.438) pl. 64  
Description: Egg-pattern motif  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 388, pl. 64 
 
105. Inv. number/provenance: 8.181 (78.1514) Torone Not illustrated Isthmus, TR3 tr2 
Ext. 2 (3) B6 fragment of the rim of a lekanis lid  
Description: The rim on the outside is decorated with an egg-pattern  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC  
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 388, n.- 
  
106. Inv. number/provenance: 8.183 (78.1135) pl. 64 Isthmus, TR1 tr3 (3) fragment from 
the knob of a lekanis-lib  
Description: The upper surface of the knob is decorating with a circular band of a zig zag 
dots in the interstices  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 388, pl. 64 
 
107. Inv. number/provenance: 8.184 (76.645) pl.64 Not illustrated Isthmus, TR2 tr1 (3a), 
fragment from the bowl of a lekanis  
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Description: On the bowl alternate pendant and upright palmettes  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 388, pl.64 
107b. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Polygiros Lampropoulos 
collection Λ. 406  
Description: Depicted the figure of Eros who holding a box along with a woman who 
wearing a himation and holding a fabric. A scene of wedding  
Vase-painter:  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: Aktseli 2014, 96 fig.69 
 
107c. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Polygiros XIII 79.56 from the 
cemetery near the river   
Description: On the shoulder of the lid wo confronted female figures wearing a himation 
is depicted along with the figure of flying Eros. A scene of gynaikonitis   
Vase-painter: -   
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Olynthos XIII, 116, pl. 79 n. 56 
 
Hydriai  
108. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 146 (5.84.139), from Olynthos  
Description: Female figure moving to right, bird and sash in left hand, sash in right 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5141  
Date: 4th century BC   
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Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n.21, Olynthos V, pl. 84: 139  
 
109. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 226 (5.84.140) from Olynthos  
Description: Eros flying to right and holding a bird with his left hand  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n.22 pl. 51 c,e Olynthos V, pl. 84:140  
 
110 Inv. number/provenance: Polygiros. Lambropoulos collection    
Description: Eros is holding a phiale and sash, and a woman at a stele  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.141  
Date: 4th century BC    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, n. 23, Makedonika 15 (1975) pl. 140b  
 
111. Inv. number/provenance: Oxford, University of Mississippi, from Olynthos  
Description: Two mantle figures at an altar  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC   
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n.9, Olynthos XIII, pl.57                  
 
112. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.87 (5.88.149), from Olynthos  
Description: A woman standing in front of an altar  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC   
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n.10, Olynthos V, pl. 88, 149           




113. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 38.236 (13.59-45), from Olynthos  
Description: A woman standing       
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156  
Date: 4th century BC   
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 11, Olynthos XIII, pl. 59            
 
114. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 38.107 (13.58.43), from Olynthos 
Description: Female head wearing a sakkos       
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156    
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 302, n. 12, Olynthos XIII, pl. 58,43  
 
115. Inv. number/provenance: New York, Tozzi 
Description: Α. Female figures and swan   
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, B.C.A 76, pl. 53 c, d 
 
116. Inv. number/provenance:  Salonica 10310  
Description: A Satyr and maenads    
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, B.C.A 76, pl. 53 e 
 
116a. Inv. number/provenance: ΝΘΛ699, East cemetery of Pella   
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Description: Fragmentary preserved a mantle figure 
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Mitsopoulou 2019, 478 pic. fig. a 
 
116b. Inv. number/provenance: ΜΘ17583 East cemetery of Pella   
Description: Two mantle figures in front of an altar   
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Mitsopoulou 2019, 478 pic. fig. b 
 
116c. Inv. number/provenance: ΝΘΛ198 East cemetery of Pella   
Description: A mantle figure in front of an altar  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Mitsopoulou 2019, 478 pic. fig. c 
 
116d. Inv. number/provenance: ΝΘΛ197 East cemetery of Pella   
Description: The depiction is preserved fragmentary, a mantle figure   
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Mitsopoulou 2019, 478 pic. fig. d 
 
116e. Inv. number/provenance: ΝΘΛ322 East cemetery of Pella   
Description: The depiction is not preserved 




Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Mitsopoulou 2019, 478 pic. 2 fig. e 
 
116f. Inv. number/provenance: ΝΘΛ322 East cemetery of Pella Red figure hydria might 
from local Olynthian workshop 350-325 BC 
Description: A walking Nike with wings  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Chavela 2019, 380, pic 8 fig. d  
 
116g. Inv. number/provenance: Archaeological Museum of Polygiros V.96.150 from the 
East grave of Olynthos   
Description: A. Two confronted women. The left female figure wearing a sakkos and 
playing drum, while the figure at the right is dancing  
B: - 
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Olynthos V, 129, pl. 96 n. 150 
 
116h Inv. number/provenance:  Archaeological Museum of Polygiros, 
Lambropoulos collection Λ 140 
Description: A. Is depicted the figure of Eros along with a woman figure. At the left a 
flying Eros holding a phiale and wearing a himation. Between the figures a stele is be 
depicted  
B: -  
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Vase-painter: The Painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 300, F.M . Petsas, Makedonika, Aktseli 2014, 115 fig. 117  
15, 1975, pl. 140b 
 
116i Inv. number/provenance: Archeological Museum of Polygiros, Lambropoulos 
collection Λ. 139 
Description: A. Two female figures are being depicted, at the left a standing woman 
wearing a long chiton and himation is confronted on a seated woman on a box. Also 
wearing a long chiton and himation  
B: - 
Vase-painter: - 
Date:  Early 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Aktseli 2014, 96 fig. 68 
 
116j. Inv. number/provenance: North west corner  
Description: A. Partially preserved flying Eros 
B. Letter ΚΛΣ  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 370-350 BC 
Bibliography: Akamatis 2020, 27  
 
Pyxis lid 
117. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.155 (5.119.264), from Olynthos Pyxis lid (Type 
D)  
Description: Female head wearing a sakkos  
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Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 21, Olynthos V. pl. 119:264 
 
Fragments of pots  
118. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.159 (5.124-274), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: Head of Arimasp to left. Probably from a lebes gamikos (type 2) 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 5.156 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 23, Olynthos V, pl.124: 274 
 
119. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 34-350 (13.113-195k) from Olynthos Probably 
from a lebes gamikos (type 2) 
Description: Female head wearing a sakkos 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 24, Olynthos XIII, pl. 113; 195k  
 
120. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.157 (5.119.266), fr, from Olynthos 
Probably from a lebes gamikos (type 2)  
Description: Female head 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 25, Olynthos V, pl. 119:266 
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121. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.245 (5.138.371), fr., from Olynthos 
Probably from a lebes gamikos (type 2)  
Description: Two figures at a pillar 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 26, Olynthos V, pl. 138:371, ARV 1508              
 
122. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.156 (5.119.265), fr., from Olynthos  
Probably from a lebes gamikos (type 2)  
Description: Woman’s head wearing a sakkos, legs, and wings of Eros  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 27, Olynthos V, pl. 119:265  
 
123. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.169 (5.129.288), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: Two mantle figures confronted one male and one female  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 28, Olynthos V, pl. 129:288  
 
124. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica part of 38.223, fr., from Olynthos; this fragment 
was found in trench 6 near the House of the comedian (Olynthos XIII,179) 
Description: Hand holding tray, part of a female head 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
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Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 29, Olynthos XIII, pl.119:201  
 
125. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.113 (5.107.186) and 8.162 (5.124.277), 2 fr., 
from Olynthos 
Description: Eros and female head; hand and head of Arimasp  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 30, Olynthos V, pl. 107:186 and pl. 124:277  
 
126. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.110 (5.107.183), fr., from Olynthos  
Description: A woman wearing a himation to right 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 31, Olynthos V, pl. 107:183: Olynthos XIII, pl. 128: 6 
 
127. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.254 (5.138.379), fr., Olynthos 
Description: Part of two female heads and ivy leaf 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 303, n. 32, Olynhtus V, pl.138:379  
 
128. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 8.154 (5.119.263), fr., from Olynthos 
Description: Female head wearing a sakkos to right  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 4th century BC 
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Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 304, n. 40, Olynthos V, pl. 119: 263  
  
129. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 610 (5.122.271), from Olynthos. Belongs to a 
kalathos  
Description: Upper zone: draped figure; Lower zone female head, palmette, oriental 
head, and palmette 
Vase-painter: The bolsal painter  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 304, n. 3 pl.  52 e,f, Olynthos V, pl.122: 271 
 
130. Inv. number/provenance: Fragment of lebes gamikos East grave of Pella, fig. 67 n. 
39 
Description: Natural motif consisted of 6 palmettes and spiral motif  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: Lilimbaki-Akamati M., Akamatis N. 1997-2007, 378 fig. 67 n. 39 
 
131. Inv. number/provenance: Salonica 756 (5.60.94), from Olynthos  
Description: Α. A palmette pattern  
B. Two deer? Separated by palmettes  
Vase-painter: The bolsal painter  
Date: 4th century BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 1981, 305, n. 5, Olynthos V, pl.60: 94q KERNOS, pl.: 1:5 
 
132. Inv. number/provenance: 8.190 (78.1360) Torone TR4 trl (3) B8  
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Description: Part of a himation; the vertical lines at the left should be the folds of the 
overfall 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 425-350 BC  
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 389, fig. 59; pl.65 
 
133. Inv. number/provenance: 8.191 (78.1142) Torone pl.65. Isthmus, TR1 tr3 (3) sw 
Four joining fragments from the body of a closed shape (probably a pelice)  
Description: Below the upper break, a horizontal band of egg pattern  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC  
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 389, 390 pl. 65 
 
134. Inv. number/provenance: 8.192 (78.1519) Torone pl. 65 Isthmus, TR3 tr2 (3) B18, 
fragment, slightly convex in profile, from a closed shaped (shoulder of a hydria?)  
Description: At the left, the wavy vertical edges, each decorated with a black stripe, of a 
himation worn by a standing male. To the right, part of a staff, against which the figure 
may have been leaving  
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos 
Date:  400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 390 pl.65 
 
135. Inv. number/provenance: 8.193 (78.1410) Torone Not illustrated, Isthmus, TR3 tr2 
(3) B18, fragment of a closed shape (shoulder of a small hydria) 
Description: The remains may represent part of a wing, the dots standing for the 
pinfeathers, the relief lines separating the quills 
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Date:  400-350 BC 
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 390  
 
136. Inv. number/provenance: 8.194 (75.681) Torone Not illustrated Gate Area. TR2 tr4 
(1) fragment from slightly convex wall of a closed shape (askos?) much worn  
Description: Two remain areas remain not identified   
Vase-painter: The painter of Olynthos  
Date: 400-350 BC 
Bibliography: McPhee 2001, 390 
 
137. Inv. number/provenance: Ancient Elis fragments of Bell krater  
Description: Μeander and a woman  
Vase-painter: - 
Date: 4th century BC 
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Plan of Olynthos 
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